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Executive summary
C2Learn at a glance
2

C Learn (www.c2learn.eu) is a three-year research project supported by the European Commission
through the Seventh Framework Programme (FP7), in the theme of Information and Communications
Technologies (ICT) and particularly in the area of Technology-Enhanced Learning (TEL) (FP7 grant
st
agreement no 318480). The project started on 1 November 2012 with the aim to shed new light on,
and propose and test concrete ways in which our current understanding of creativity in education and
creative thinking, on the one hand, and technology-enhanced learning tools and digital games, on the
other hand, can be fruitfully combined to provide young learners and their teachers with innovative
opportunities for creative learning. The project designs an innovative digital gaming and social
networking environment incorporating diverse computational tools, the use of which can foster cocreativity in learning processes in the context of both formal and informal educational settings. The
2
C Learn environment is envisioned as an open-world ‘sandbox’ (non-linear) virtual space enabling
learners to freely explore ideas, concepts, and the shared knowledge available on the semantic web
and the communities that they are part of. This innovation is co-designed, implemented and tested in
systematic interaction and exchange with stakeholders following participatory design and
participative evaluation principles. This happens in and around school communities covering a learner
age spectrum from 10 to 18+ years.
About this document
2

The overall aim of WP5 is to provide input directly from the field into the design of the C Learn
innovation, so that the technologies deployed will correspond to the needs, circumstances,
expectations and aspirations of the end users. The present document describes progress in two
interrelated participative processes that serve this purpose:
 Developing educational scenarios and use cases to guide the implementation of creative
2
learning activities in C Learn pilots
 Establishing user requirements, through gathering, interpreting and prioritizing user
expectations.
In the first version of this deliverable (D5.1.1) we described the community-building and visionary codesign work undertaken in the first six months of the project with initial core user communities in
each of the three application sites (Austria, Greece and the UK). This second version of the deliverable
builds on this previous work and extends it in several ways.
With respect to educational scenarios, we have engaged in closer reading, critical examination and
abstraction of the great variety of scenario seeds that were originally collected to inform the direction
2
of the C Learn environment design as well as the generation of new integrative scenarios through
selection and synthesis. We have also engaged in the elaboration of scenario seeds toward fully
developed scenarios as demonstration cases.
With respect to user requirements, we focused on integrating the user expectations gathered in
2
D5.1.1 with the C Learn vision, in order to filter and prioritize requirements and define the main
parameters along which common requirements will be finalized.
There are two distinct sections to this document, one pertaining to the educational scenarios and the
other to the user requirements.
st
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Introduction
2

The C Learn project aims to provide young learners and their teachers with innovative opportunities
for creativity in learning by combining technology-enhanced learning tools and digital games in an
open-world virtual space, where learners engage in playful experiences surrounding challenges that
invite creative agency and non-linear thinking.
Clearly, such a project has a strong stake in engaging its end-user communities, especially teachers
2
and students, in the design and evaluation of the evolving C Learn environment. The overall aim of
2
WP5 is to provide input directly from the field into the design of the C Learn innovation, so that the
technologies deployed will correspond to the needs, circumstances, expectations and aspirations of
the end users. The present document describes progress in two interrelated participative processes
that serve this purpose:
 Developing educational scenarios and use cases to guide the implementation of creative
2
learning activities in C Learn pilots
 Establishing user requirements, through gathering, interpreting and prioritizing user
expectations.
In the first version of this deliverable (D 5.1.1) we described the community-building and visionary codesign work undertaken in the first six months of the project with initial core user communities in
each of the three application sites (Austria, Greece and the UK). A variety of preliminary scenarios
that have emerged through this process were presented in narrative form, complemented by key
learning themes, concepts and activities and available information about the constraints of the
educational context. In addition, some preliminary user requirements were extracted from this work.
2
These activities served the dual aim of inducting user communities to the C Learn philosophy and
design process, while at the same time generating useful user input to inform design.
This second version of the deliverable builds on this previous work and extends it in several ways.
Most importantly, while in the previous version the work of each research team was presented
separately and descriptively, the present document is integrative.
Thus, with respect to educational scenarios, we have engaged in closer reading, critical examination
and abstraction of the great variety of scenario ideas that were originally collected, as a basis for
2
arriving at candidate scenarios for development within C Learn, through selection and synthesis and
for abstracting common themes and expectations across the different scenarios, which can be used to
2
inform the direction of the C Learn environment design as well as the generation of new integrative
scenarios.
Further, we have also engaged in the elaboration of scenario seeds toward fully developed scenarios,
to demonstrate three interrelated processes: first, specifying the particulars of content and context
2
that will turn a scenario into an implementable use case; second, grounding scenarios on the C Learn
theoretical and pedagogical approach to co-creativity, by elaborating them to encompass co-creativity
opportunities in the form of game elements, computational tools and micro-activities; and, finally,
moving toward a unified representation for educational scenarios that is appropriate to the game2
based approach of C Learn, trying to strike a balance between capturing scenarios at the desired level
of detail in a common standard format and allowing for adaptation and variation, so that the
researchers in collaboration with the user communities can capture all aspects that they consider
important.
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This work on educational scenarios was specifically informed by the Creative Emotional Reasoning
2
framework (deliverable D2.1.1, month 6), the C Learn Learning Design framework (deliverable D2.2.1,
month 9), and the Game Design document (deliverable D4.1.1, month 9).
With respect to user requirements, we focused on integrating the user expectations gathered in
2
D5.1.1 with the C Learn vision. For this purpose we elicited input not only from users, but also from
2
the C Learn theoretical, design and technical teams, in order to filter and prioritize requirements and
define the main parameters along which common requirements will be finalized. This again is an
ongoing process that will involve a further iteration in the context of evolving designs and prototypes
2
of the C Learn game and tools as they become available in the coming months.
There are two distinct sections to this document, one pertaining to the educational scenarios and the
other to the user requirements.
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Educational scenarios
EDUCATIONAL SCENARIOS IN C 2 LEARN

An educational scenario describes a complex learning enterprise in a specific context. Scenarios are
not merely descriptions of user-system interactions in the course of learning. Rather, they describe
broader activities of meaningful learning in which an envisioned technological system will be
2
embedded. Figure 1 gives a schematic of how educational scenarios will relate to the C Learn
environment.
As this schematic shows, the educational scenario is meant to describe a broader context of
orchestration that may involve things such as setting the stage by assigning roles, missions and initial
definitions of problems; designating learners into teams; marshalling a variety of resources; delimiting
a timeframe; and, eventually, bringing the endeavour to a conclusion. Within the educational
scenario, a set of specific activities (which we termed micro-activities) are available to the learners for
putting the scenario into action. Such activities can provide more concrete mapping to learning
objectives or curriculum content.
Note that an educational scenario can comprise activities that employ the envisioned technological
2
system in various forms and degrees. For example, the schematic shows that a C Learn scenario may
comprise activities that take place within the digital game environment using the technologyenhanced learning tools; activities that use the tools independently of the game; and, finally activities
2
that are altogether independent of the C Learn technological environment.

2

Figure 1: The whole range of possibilities for an educational scenario to embed the C Learn game
and tools
st
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The co-design of scenarios can serve the purpose of engaging core user communities and inducting
2
them to the C Learn pedagogical approach. Specifically:










They serve to switch the pedagogical emphasis from the transmission of subject matter to
the orchestration of experiences around the subject matter, and thus from teacher activity
to student activity. This is particularly important for the transformation of practice in
educational systems with teacher-centric traditions.
They focus attention on making the learning situation meaningful from the point of view of
the students, which is often neglected in discussing the curriculum. Curriculum may make
sense from the point of view of subject matter experts or teachers, but in practice often fails
to convey to the students why this or that exercise, concept or fact is significant, in effect
providing students with answers to questions that they do not share and with terms for
which they have no corresponding experiences (Gee 2007), in a sense providing ‘a pile of
manuals with no games’ (Gee as cited in Rosenberg 2013).
They provide adequate but flexible structure for sustained learning and reasoning around
complex and open problems and a wealth of content (as opposed to the limiting lesson-plan
level design on one end and completely open exploration on the other). Especially open2
ended environments like the ones being designed in C Learn may be intimidating or appear
trivial without scenarios that engage participants with their full potential.
2
They can be concrete embodiments of the C Learn theoretical ideas, and thus they can serve
for the collaboration of researchers and core user communities, and as exemplars for
communicating with a broader population of potential users and other communities of
interest (Cooper and Brna 2000, Mor 2011, 2013).
2
Finally, and most pertinently for C Learn, scenarios can bridge the ‘frivolous’ play vs. ‘serious’
learning divide, in the direction of defining playful learning (Quinn 2005).

At the same time, scenarios can generate useful user input to inform design (Carroll 2000, Rosson and
Carroll 2002, Cooper and Brna 2000). Specifically:






They avoid technical descriptions and design techniques that exclude the uninitiated from
the design process.
They capture a range of possibilities for meaningful use, enriching conceptions about
technological functionalities.
They embody implicit pedagogical and design claims about functionalities in the context of
use.
They can frame activities for the direct elicitation of user requirements, especially for
innovative technological systems.
They can frame participative, rather than reactive (Scaife and Rogers 1999), user evaluation
of evolving technological designs.
2

Within C Learn, educational scenarios are developed in several iterations. In the first version of this
deliverable (D 5.1.1), their development started as short narratives illustrating possibilities that are
meaningful to their users, aiming not to be prescriptive but rather to indicate a range of potential
directions. In this document, the original scenario ideas are critically examined and selected scenarios
are substantively elaborated. The final aim of developing the educational scenarios is to provide the
framework for the implementation of concrete, carefully designed and described use cases for the
2
C Learn pilots.
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SUMMARIES OF PRELIMINARY SCENARIOS

The following are summaries of the main preliminary scenarios, which we have termed scenario seeds
that have emerged from our collaboration with the core teacher and student communities in the
three sites.

2.2.1 ORIGINAL SCENARIO SEEDS
These scenario seeds have been developed at different level of elaboration, from a paragraph level
narrative to a more complete scenario that touches upon curriculum themes and context of use.
Specifically, the ‘Rescue Mission’ scenario in EA elementary school and the ‘Teleporter’ and
‘Amusement Park’ scenarios with the BMUKK community have the stronger teacher commitment and
elaboration. More details can be found in D.5.1.1, including more elaborate versions and variations of
scenarios.
The summaries here serve us as a reference for the rest of the document, as the analysis that follows
is based on these seeds.
1.

RESCUE MISSION (EA)

There are two teams: the ‘lost’ team and the ‘rescuer’ team. The lost team needs to (a) find ways to
survive and (b) orient themselves, figure out where they are and convey this information to the
rescuer team. The rescuer team needs to (a) assist the lost team in figuring out where they are and (b)
assist them in their efforts of survival (c) devise plans for their rescue. To achieve their missions the
teams need to play with knowledge from geography, but also of history, maths, etc. in order to find
solutions, devise strategies and decide on moral dilemmas.
2.

SURVIVING GLOBAL WARMING (OU)

Players take on multiple roles (citizen, mayor, engineer, builder, etc.) who are trying to survive global
warming by changing things to emit less carbon dioxide. The goal is to create a village to survive
together. The following are some of the important dimensions: territory (properties of particular land
for building on, e.g. by sea’s edge), building resources (different materials and designs, e.g. solar
panels), lifestyle choices (e.g. how to keep warm, what to eat, what the local economy is based on),
crops and land use options.
3.

THE TELEPORTER (BMUKK)

The game is designed as a space environment with different planets. Starting point is the space
mission. The player can choose via the teleport gate on which planet they want to travel. There they
are presented with a set of specific challenges. As they progress, players gain more energy for the
Teleporter to travel to planets in a greater distance. There is a collaborative element in the game. The
following is an example, of how this might work: several groups of space troopers travel to a planet.
The aim is to find a hidden area of the planet to gain special energy for the Teleporter. Challenges
would include: to make the planet human-friendly, so that exploring can start; to talk to inhabitants in
order to find the hidden place; to extract the special energy etc.
4.

WHAT LIFE? WHAT EUROPE? WHAT WORLD? (EA)

Players make decisions on changes to make in the world that they live in and that has consequences
(1) to the state of their world (2) to their own quality of life. There are different regions in the game
with different characteristics and the players’ choices affect their well-being differently. Choices
st
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include: environment, research, everyday life etc., and give rise to moral dilemmas. An important
element of such a scenario is engaging students in puzzling over the complicated and often
incalculable consequences of decisions, and going beyond the obvious good or bad.
5.

GIRLS’ RIGHTS MARCH! (OU)

The players assume the role of campaign organizers trying to achieve better rights for girls by
organizing a campaign march. They have a budget to cover advertising, safety concerns and they can
raise resources. They may do such things as running ad campaigns. They may interact with someone
who does not agree with them and have to persuade them to see their point of view. The game might
also be framed as happening in different countries which would mean different kinds of campaigns
were needed in different countries.
6.

THE AMUSEMENT PARK (BMUKK)

The Amusement Park consists of various stations. These stations are game attractions in the
amusement park, for example House of Mirrors, Ferris Wheel, Merry-Go-Round, Labyrinth, Roller
Coaster, and Tunnel of Horror. In each game attraction different tools and challenges are available for
the players, who walk through the Amusement Park and set their own pace. They choose topics and
play in order to advance. Teamwork is an integral part of most activities; therefore players have the
possibility to choose their partners in the House of Mirrors. This game can be used to elaborate a
specific topic or as an educational instrument to consolidate knowledge. For example it can be used
by teachers to instruct students to solve several tasks in a certain timeframe.
7.

BEING A GENETIC ENGINEER (EA)

Genetic engineers want to create a genetically modified fruit. The game includes the processes of
genetic engineering. However, opposition to the genetic engineering project introduces risks and
dilemmas. For example farmers may accept or refuse to introduce the genetically modified variety,
may raise concerns about the ‘contamination’ of other orchards, etc. Different players with different
roles may introduce different solutions. Roles may include researchers, food industry representatives,
consumers, farmers, politicians, priests, philosophers, eco-farming proponents and environmental
activists.
8.

DANCE GAME! (OU)

Players assume the role of dancers who are trying to dance and experience what it is like for other
people who are different from them (e.g. in shape, size and ability) by competing in a dance
competition. In addition, game players will enter a dance competition and dance as different sizes or
avatars (‘fat’, ‘disabled’, ‘thin’, ‘very tall’, ‘very short’) so they can learn to change the way they think
about others.
9.

SPACE MISSION (EA)

Players assume various roles and collaborate for successful space missions: some players are
astronauts; others work in the control room and guide them through their mission. There are various
missions that include research challenges concerning various celestial bodies and necessitate the use
of astronomy concepts. Such a game could encompass several sub-games, beyond science: these
could touch on social, psychological, moral and religious themes, management of resources in a
closed system etc.
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10. REMOVING RACISM (OU)
The player assumes the role of a ruler in a fictional country that is highly racist and has to try to stop
racism. The game starts in 1968 (death of Martin Luther King Jr.) and ends in the present day. The
player runs campaigns to persuade people to eradicate racism and tries to make different areas more
diverse. There are challenges from the public, due to the risk of being thrown out of office. There are
also limited resources, therefore the player needs to choose which initiatives to implement and that
gives rise to dilemmas. Constant news feed allow the player to monitor progress. The player may also
zoom in on a specific area to see citizens going about their daily lives and eavesdrop on conversations.
11. EVOLUTION (EA)
Every new player starts the game in a newly formed planetary system as a bacterium traveling on a
meteorite. The player chooses a planet to install himself and if the right conditions are present it
evolves into a multicellular organism and so on… Various choices made determine the evolutionary
course of each player. For example, an important element in evolution is the creation of cell colonies,
which implies collaboration.
12. STOP CRIME! (OU)
The player must take on the role of crime stopper in a cityscape in which a range of crimes take place.
Walkie talkie tells players where the crimes are happening. There are challenges, with ethical
dimensions, such as which crime is more important and how you should deal with the crime at hand.
13. AN ALTERNATE REALITY GAME PLAYED ON SCHOOL GROUNDS (EA)
Players secure various areas of the school for their teams by accepting and solving challenges
associated with various locations on the school grounds: the library, the garden, the canteen, some
laboratory etc. An alternative to ‘conquering’ various locations for competing teams would be: in each
location when solving a challenge or a puzzle, they get to leave a piece of a story, so that the whole
school can follow their story as it evolves.
14. ERADICATING POVERTY (OU)
The players assume the role of head (leader) of a village who is trying to stop poverty in the context of
Zambia, by creating jobs, homes, and providing medical care and attention as well as clean water and
farming resources. The aim is to successfully eradicate poverty. Players start with a certain amount of
money. Each of their initiatives costs a certain amount of money, but the changes that they effect get
them more money. Players need to make quick decisions within limited time, prioritizing their actions
and taking into considerations all kinds of challenges such as the outbreak of disease, crops failing,
weather cycles affecting livelihoods and understanding the culture. A constant newsfeed tell them
how well they are progressing.
15. GEOGRAPHY OF CIVILIZATION (EA)
A game that situates geographically important ideas, discoveries and cultural accomplishments:
visiting different countries players have to solve challenges associated with ideas, discoveries and
cultural accomplishments that originated in that country. Through their travels the players may also
get to embody character traits, abilities or knowledge of specific historical personalities.
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16. FROM MYTH TO GAME (EA)
Using known myths as an inspiration, the game would incorporate specific challenges or missions
taking the structure of the myth (the hero, his object, his obstacles etc.) and/or using spatial ideas,
such as the labyrinth. The myth may be the stage where challenges are set about present-day
problems. Alternatively the labyrinth could be seen as a metaphor of a complex life situation to be
navigated, e.g. the labyrinth of adolescence, or the labyrinth of school life. An interesting emotive
dimension, is seeing the myth through the eyes of the antagonists, i.e. the ‘villains’ and the secondary
characters.
17. WHAT IF (1) (EA)
Starting from an event that has occurred in reality (e.g. a historical event or a natural disaster) build
the scenario around how it could have played out differently. Each change that they introduce in the
actual events, leads to new events, questions and unexpected consequences that trigger new rounds
of ‘what if’ decisions.
18. WHAT IF (2) (EA)
A world where a very familiar parameter is removed or changed and life has to be organized in this
new natural and social reality: ‘What would living on the earth be like, if it weren’t 70% water?’

2.2.2

ADDITIONAL SCENARIO SEEDS

In addition, through our continuous work with the core communities in Austria and Greece, four more
preliminary scenario seeds have emerged.


FOOD CHAIN (BMUKK)

Imagine you walk in the forest. At one point you realize that huntsmen have killed all birds. How does
the forest look now? What has changed after all birds are gone? The food-chain scenario works with a
card game and role-play. Every learner picks a card that corresponds with a certain animal to start the
card game. As soon as every card is taken every learner becomes a certain animal. The next step for
the learners is to talk to other learners and find out if they are going to be eaten and if they eat other
animals. At the end, the learners can discuss and line up in a way that corresponds to the food-chain
of the forest. Now every leaner can see what would happen if all birds were gone and what would
happen to the food chain. Now every learner becomes a hunter. Every hunter follows different ethics
that is developed by each learner. The hunters act on their ethics and discuss the outcomes.


PLAYFUL CREATIVE INQUIRY (BMUKK)

The Playful Creative Inquiry scenario is designed for 18+ young university students, but can also be
implemented in a variety of age groups. ‘The world is coming to an end. The lack of ethical thinking
and acting led to unsolvable problems. What if you are the last group of scientists that have the
potential to unfold the great questions that might save mankind? Mankind can only be saved if you
pick a question that touches you greatly and you answer it in a way that beholds great truth for
yourself.’ This scenario is based on a role-play that leaves every learner to choose and develop a
scientific character. Learners can create the discipline in which they want to perform. Starting to act
as if they were creative scientists within a discipline they have created before, enables them to
develop a scientific question and method out of the ordinary. Learners start to act self-sufficiently and
can build trans-disciplinary groups to attend to the problems at hand.
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ICONS OF DISCORD-1 (EA)

The starting point of this scenario is Byzantine Iconoclasm. After site visits to document through
photography icons as well as non-representational motives where iconoclasm prevailed and after
research in collections of images and in texts, there would be an assignment of roles and students
would engage in creating a narrative that would be imaginary but consistent with the era.


ICONS OF DISCORD-2 (EA)

Starting with two concepts: icon and discord/conflict, assign students to read a selected text on each
of this concepts, have students write about their emotional response to these readings and to
produce collages and picture puzzles that reflect the significance of the icon, using materials that they
produce by drawing, or painting themselves or by cutting out contemporary images from magazines
and such. The concept of the icon could be extended through the concept of the idol to the meaning
of human images in contemporary culture, popular cultural icons, the function of idols and how
students relate to those, introducing the ethical dimension. Thus creating links to literature, civics and
home economics (e.g. fashion, body image, eating disorders and such).
It is notable, and discernible in their contents, that these additional seeds were developed in the
2
context of more exposure to the C Learn definition of Co-Creativity (BMUKK) and to the preliminary
Game Design (EA). They are reported here as they add greater variety for future scenario
development workshops and user pilots. However, they were not included in the analysis below,
which predates their emergence.

2.3

A CRITICAL EXAMINATION OF THE PRELIMINARY SCENARIOS
2

A central requirement for the C Learn environment from its inception is the capacity to accommodate
2
different scenarios. Within the C Learn environment a variety of educational scenarios will be
implemented, appropriate for different age groups and educational contexts, serving specified
learning objectives, providing links to curriculum or relating more widely to young learners everyday
life experiences.
2

The co-design of educational scenarios with the C Learn core communities of users is central to our
approach. The original scenarios seeds presented above served two distinct and important functions.
First the scenario development work was a vehicle for engaging the respective core communities with
2
the C Learn project. Second, they provided grounding – in the form of concrete examples – for the
2
elaboration of the theoretical, pedagogical and technological work in C Learn (most notably by
providing content for the user testing of Semantic Tools, for developing game design ideas and by
serving as a context for discussing user requirements).
The evaluation and piloting activities (see D 5.3.1) have suggested that the preliminary educational
scenarios were generally well received by teachers and students. At the same time, as researchers
collaborated with teachers and students in the generation and elaboration of scenarios as well as
through the piloting of scenarios, several issues arose at the intersection of games, learning and
creativity. In addition, we elicited and examined specific input on the preliminary seeds from all the
2
C Learn expert teams, asking for a structured critical reflection on the scenarios from their particular
perspectives (see Appendix A).
An important issue that arose in our work so far is the relation between designing a game scenario
and designing an educational scenario for orchestrating playful learning; to what degree do these
design processes overlap, and how should teachers be involved in them? In all three sites, gamest
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based learning served as an attractive and accessible entry point for engaging end user communities.
Participants engaged eagerly in elaborating the game elements of target scenarios (e.g. narratives,
roles, missions, challenges, rewards etc.). As a result, the game dimension of the scenarios is more
pronounced than the learning activities dimension or the educational context dimension and
educational scenarios are often conflated with game scenarios.
This was expected of course, since we emphasized the game dimension from the outset. However,
though we built specifically into our scenario schematic the importance of aligning game ideas with
subject matter concepts and target skills, on the one end, and considering the educational context
and the broader orchestration of the activity, on the other end, these discussions were harder to
sustain and often gravitated again toward proposing designs for a digital game. An unwitting
consequence is that practitioners treat their own practice as transparent: they focus on the
technological solutions, rather envisioning learning designs that may involve examining ingrained
practices and unexamined assumptions. Further, there is the risk of equating playful learning with
gaming, whereas we should always be mindful that digital games are only a subspecies of play and
guard against elevating digital games to the predominance at the expense of other playforms that
engender creativity and learning. Emphasizing the broader scenario framework to seek more
comprehensive educational scenarios, along all the above dimensions, and as well as clarifying the
synergies between WP4 and WP5, will create a better complementarity between game scenarios and
educational scenarios, bringing together the respective strengths of educators and game designers.
This would probably be aided greatly by complementing the rather abstract discussions of the various
dimensions of a scenario with concrete and embodied activities such as the enactment and
2
playtesting of game designs that are now becoming available in the C Learn project.
2

Within C Learn, we want educational scenarios to function as concrete embodiment of theoretical
and pedagogical ideas about co-creativity, providing a conduit for linking theory and research to
2
practice. As the articulation of the C Learn theoretical and pedagogical framework is currently in
progress, the creativity dimension was present in varying degrees in our work with end-user
communities across the three different sites. The Wise Humanising Creativity (WHC) framework was
central to shaping the workshops of the OU team. In EA and BMUKK the approach was initially atheoretical and creativity concepts (e.g. the 4 Ps, Possibility Thinking) were gradually introduced.
Most notably, scenarios seeds were not yet informed by concepts and techniques from the Creative
Emotional Reasoning (CER) framework.
2

Elaborating scenarios along the co-creativity dimension, in accordance to the overall C Learn
frameworks of learning design and game design, is currently our top priority, as we illustrate with a
2
detailed example later in this document. As the actual features of the C Learn intervention are
becoming more concrete, the educational scenarios can become more elaborate with comprehensive
descriptions of creative learning activities. Here, we are concerned with the potential of existing
scenario seeds for elaboration in that direction. In critically examining them, the OU and UEDIN teams
have used the criteria for co-creativity that they have been developing in the co-creativity assessment
methodology (D 2.3.1):








Ethics and Impact
Dialogue
Control
Engaged Action
Journeys of Becoming
Intervention/Reframing
Quiet Revolutions
st
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Intuition/feelings/empathy

There was consensus on the high co-creativity potential held by the following scenario seeds: ‘What
life, What Europe, What World’, ‘Surviving Global Warming’, ‘Being a Genetic Engineer’, ‘ARG on
School Grounds’ and ‘What if (1)’. Several of the other scenarios were seen as meeting some of the
above criteria and thus contained seeds that had potential for further development, with
considerable revision. However, both teams were cautious about settling too soon on these very early
efforts and their implications in terms of curriculum, motivation of game players etc. They suggested
using them as raw materials for new scenarios that are thoroughly revised and elaborated to
encompass learning opportunities that foster co-creativity. It is clear that we need to explore further
2
educational scenarios as context for grounding the C Learn theoretical and pedagogical approach to
co-creativity, to decide which combinations will better serve the project vision, while being relevant
and meaningful to the teachers and students who are using them. In this respect it is imperative to
align educational scenarios with learning design in the process of selecting, synthesizing, revising and
elaborating them.
With respect to technologies, practically all scenarios were considered good contexts for the
integration of the Creativity Tool Palette (CTP). However, with the exception of ‘Being a Genetic
Engineer’ and ‘Evolution’ that map clearly onto mixed-initiative procedural context generation, the
potential of the other scenarios to integrate such functionalities is not obvious and needs to be
further explored within the consortium, to the degree that they present other advantages.
A final consideration that emerged is what we have termed the versatility of educational scenarios
This refers to a concern that has come up in discussions both with the technical teams and with the
2
theory teams, namely that the C Learn scenarios need to be aligned with curriculum (per DoW and
also because we are more likely to get substantial classroom use this way), but not be so specific that
they are exclusively tied to a particular school system, grade level etc., nor foreground subject-matter
learning at the expense of fostering creativity (not that the two are incompatible, of course). The
domain generality vs. domain specificity of the scenarios played out differently in different sites. In
our work with the core group in Greece, practically all scenarios are curriculum-driven. The common
focus of the elementary school group on Geography allowed for the alignment of the proposed
scenario with subject matter concepts and target skills. Secondary school teachers came up with
subject-matter specific scenarios and struggled to find common ground. In the UK work with students,
the starting point was not the curriculum, but two themes that the research team considered
potentially to lend themselves to the fostering of wise, humanizing creativity: Environment and
Equality. Clearly these to themes could be linked to several curriculum topics, but curriculum mapping
was not a consideration at this stage. Finally, the Austrian group found an interesting work-around to
this conundrum, by proposing a generic game shell with an extrinsic scenario, macro-activities that
embody the game-based structure and are curriculum-independent and, finally, curriculum
dependent micro-activities for different target skills and subject matter that could be loaded
interchangeably. This is a solution geared more toward the gamification of existing practices, Yet,
thinking too much in terms of circumscribed units of knowledge and skill corresponding to lesson
units may result in forcing aspects of the curriculum into a game that cannot be well integrated into it
and in missing opportunities to use games for fostering creativity.
Instead of trying to incorporate the curriculum into a game, we may want to experiment with
scenarios where players encounter challenges that are related to but broader than the curriculum in
order to capture the special potential of games for learning and especially for fostering creativity.
‘Rescue Mission’, ‘What Life, What Europe, What World’, ‘The Amusement Park’, the ‘ARG on School
2
Grounds’ and the two ‘What if’ scenarios are considered the most versatile by the C Learn expert
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teams, but overall the versatility of more existing scenarios needs to be carefully examined. As the
analysis in the next section demonstrates, it may be possible to abstract more generic common
themes and patterns across the particular scenario examples.

2.4

ABSTRACTION AND INTEGRATION OF PRELIMINARY SCENARIOS

In trying to build upon the first year of co-design work in the direction of complete and useable
2
scenarios in anticipation of C Learn pilots, we were interested in defining in more abstract terms the
predominant themes that run across the plurality of scenarios.
2

This allows us to identify end-user perceptions and expectations in relation to the C Learn vision,
which gives us a range of potential elements to consider for any given scenario, to see the
commonalities across diverse scenario ideas that point to their potential for integration, but also to
detect gaps i.e. elements that are important from the project perspective but are not covered within
these scenarios, pointing to the need for elaboration, revision and generation of new scenarios.
We did this: (a) by identifying themes inductively through the closer reading of the scenarios; (b) by
checking the scenario seeds against the game patterns in D4.1.1 that were identified as having
potential for fostering co-creativity; and (c) by initiating a critical review of the scenario seeds from
2
the theoretical and technical teams within C Learn, who were asked to provide structured input on
their potential.

2.4.1 COMMON THEMES IN SCENARIOS
In this section we report the themes that we have identified inductively through the closer reading of
the preliminary scenarios. These themes are summarized in Table 1 below.

Rescue Mission

x

Surviving global warming

x

The Teleporter

X

x

Girls’ Rights March!
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Being a Genetic Engineer

x

x
x

What Life? What Europe? What World?

Dance Game!

Fantasy

x

x

The Amusement Park

campaign/take action

Scenario

creation-expression

system-simulation

dilemmas-choices

counterfactual

extrinsic context

Table 1: Common Themes in Preliminary Scenarios
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Removing Racism

x

Evolution

x

Stop Crime!

x

X

An Alternate Reality Game played on
School Grounds
x

From Myth to Game

x

What if (1)

x

What if (2)

x

x

perspective taking

x

x
x

x

X

Geography of Civilization

x

x

x

x

Eradicating Poverty

Fantasy
x

survival/high stakes

x

quests

Space mission

creation-expression

system-simulation
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extrinsic context
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The most notable common theme among the scenario seeds is that most of them were intent on
presenting students with choices often involving dilemmas i.e. choices that had no easy or selfevident right answers.
Many scenario seeds also contained strong elements of fantasy and perspective taking, i.e. seeing the
problem situation from within roles that are diverse and unfamiliar. Several were structured around
quests, while others involved some sort of campaigning or taking action that can have strong societal
impact. Several also had elements of system simulation, i.e. anticipated that students would have a
way to see how their choices and action affect a given world.
Finally, though they are present in fewer scenario seeds, three more notable themes are:
counterfactual, i.e. the idea that the scenario will get students to consider situations were important
elements of reality as we know it are different (e.g. different constraints apply or different choices are
made); survival/high stakes, i.e. scenarios where losing has dire consequences within a game world;
creation/expression, i.e. scenarios that enable students to construct their solutions in whole or in part
through some kind of personally meaningful creation; and finally, the idea of the scenario as an
extrinsic context, that defines a game structure that can be instantiated for different curriculum
content.
This is a useful analysis from various perspectives. First, it allows us to see which of the diverse
scenario seeds have several elements in common and therefore are good candidates for integration.
An example is several scenarios around the campaigning/taking action theme that overlap
considerably on other themes as well.
Second, it is useful to consider this breakdown into themes together with the findings of the EA
scenario pilot (D 5.3.1). Specifically good creativity potential was associated with the scenarios:
st
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‘Surviving Global Warming’, ‘What if -1’, ‘What if -2’, ‘What life? What Europe? What World’,
‘Eradicating Poverty’ and ‘Rescue Mission’). While good gaming potential was associated with the
scenarios: ‘Teleporter’, ‘The Amusement Park’ ‘Rescue Mission’, ‘Space Mission’, ‘ARG on School
Grounds; ‘Eradicating Poverty’.
2

Finally, it allows us to consider how these themes resonate with the C Learn definition of cocreativity. It is notable that several do, though they do not correspond to the full range of cocreativity concepts.

2.4.2 SCENARIOS AND GAME PATTERNS
As game-based elements predominated in the scenario seeds, a very useful lens was considering
them against the several game patterns proposed in the first version of the Game Design (D 4.1.1) as
good candidates for fostering creativity. The findings of the analytic exercise are summarized in Table
2.

resource management

x

x

x

x

x

x

The Teleporter

conflict

‘Surviving global warming’

cooperative

x

Puzzle Solving

x

Bluffing

x

Combining

x

Storytelling

x

Customization

x
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Rescue Mission
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Role-play
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Table 2: Preliminary Scenarios and Game Patterns
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The most notable observation in reviewing this table is that the great majority of the preliminary
scenarios involve role play.
Other common patterns are construction and puzzle solving, followed by customization and resource
management. It is particularly notable that conflict and cooperative patterns appear equally in the
scenarios, sometimes within the same scenario.
There are few instances also of the free expression, the storytelling and the disruption/subversion
patterns. This can be seen as a gap to be filled in further scenario generation and elaboration.
2
Especially disruption and subversion are of great theoretical importance within the C Learn
framework, both from the perspective of WHC and from the perspective of CER (intervention and
reframing); and, storytelling has been identified in the discussions within the consortium as a suitable
context for CER techniques.
Similarly to the previous analysis, there seem to be some clusters of scenarios around similar game
patterns that should be considered as good candidates for integration. Further, we are considering
how to adapt learning scenarios for game-based learning by incorporating into our process relevant
game patterns. This will provide teachers with a variety of game options to work with early on
without committing them to a particular kind of game.

2.5

ELABORATION OF SCENARIOS

Another important step is elaborating the scenario seeds toward complete and implementable
2
scenarios in anticipation of C Learn pilots. In paving the way towards such elaboration, we present
here three demonstration cases.
Specifically with these cases we tried to address three major issues.
First, it was important that scenarios are equally developed in terms of game-based scenario, subject
matter content, and concepts and consideration of educational context. As we have noted earlier,
most scenario seeds focused too much on the game aspect, at the expense of the other two
considerations. In a sense, elaborating a scenario in these two directions marks the transition toward
an implementable use case. This is demonstrated in the first case below: an Austrian teacher
developed and implemented a unit on job interviews which elaborates the ‘Amusement Park’
scenario.
A second consideration is how much formalism is desirable in educational scenario templates
provided as design tools for teachers. We need to strike a balance between capturing scenarios at the
desired level of detail in a common standard format, on the one hand, and avoiding the
st
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overproceduralizing and overformalizing that kills the creativity of teachers and by extension of
2
students, on the other. In the course of the first year of C Learn, we have put forward a simple
scenario template (see Appendix B). In the second case below, an Austrian teacher elaborates the
‘Teleporter’ scenario, using the template as a guide.
2

Finally, an important consideration is grounding scenario elaboration in the C Learn theoretical and
pedagogical approach to creativity. In the third case below, the EA research team elaborated the
‘Rescue Mission’ scenario seed, one of the few that were already fairly developed in terms of
curriculum mapping and context of use, in the direction of better integrating curriculum content with
co-creativity, using the first version of the Learning Design (D2.2.1) as a guide.
It should also be noted that all three scenarios selected and developed through elaboration have
strong teacher commitment for actual implementation. At the same time, each of these
demonstration cases illustrates processes applicable to the elaboration of other possible, even new
scenarios.

2.5.1.1 DEVELOPMENT OF THE ‘AMUSEMENT PARK’ SCENARIO INTO A PILOT USE
CASE
The ‘Amusement Park’ scenario is structured around a number of game attractions in the amusement
park. Students walk through the Amusement Park and play in order to advance. The game attraction
such as the House of Mirrors, the Ferris Wheel, the Merry-Go-Round, the Labyrinth etc. provide
different functions for playful teaching and learning Learners can check the progress of other learners
and also can self-assess their own advancement. Teamwork is an integral part of most activities;
therefore players have the possibility to choose their partners in the House of Mirrors, where they
also can assess their previous knowledge. When students complete the proposed exercise, they get
feedback on the result and a proposal for further learning steps.

Figure 2: An overview of the Amusement Park Scenario
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The core team of BMUKK decided to transform the ‘Amusement Park’ to be used as first
implementation scenario (use case) in class. The topic ‘training on job interviews’ was chosen by the
team as this topic can be regarded as commonly treated by teachers corresponding to the curricula of
different school types, in the upper secondary I level or in secondary II level. This implementation
scenario was elaborated to be used by 15-16 years old students (secondary II level) in an educational
session of two hours. Learning goals were specified according to the curriculum, the planned activities
of the students aimed to foster mainly their communication competence, the social competence, the
competence of initiative and entrepreneurship as well as cultural expression. Students had to prepare
themselves beforehand by reading specific information material provided by the teacher and to work
on other material (e.g. job advertisements in newspapers). The educational environment, with the
Amusement Park attractions also had to be prepared by the teacher in advance.
After a general introduction, explaining the workflow and the time frame that correspond to the
scenario seed ‘Amusement Park’ the students are invited to engage and learn in different ‘game
attractions’. Students are asked to search for partners of free choice for the respective activities.
You are searching for a great job? No problem, that’s how you get it! Stage-fright, insecure
appearance and constant fluff will be tackled. This game will support you to master stressful
situations and handle your job interview in ease.
The game attractions are instantiated as follows.

THE HOUSE OF MIRRORS:
This game attraction can be seen as a ‘get together’, were students can talk with each other about
specific topics. In this use case students had to deal with the question about their adequate
appearance (‘no go’ and ‘perfect’) for a job interview.

Figure 3: Amusement Park Scenario: The House of Mirrors
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THE OCTOPUS:
This tool (in this case a whiteboard) served students to brainstorm about the question ‘How to
prepare for my job interview?’

Figure 4: Amusement Park Scenario: The Octopus

THE FERRIS WHEEL:
The Viennese Ferris Wheel corresponds to a buddy-system. In each cabin the learner finds a special
topic, one teacher and 3 buddies. Players become buddies themselves after they have reached a
certain number of points. In this use case students had to concentrate themselves on their own
strengths and weakness. They had to find out how they are perceived by others.

Figure 5: Amusement Park Scenario: The Ferris Wheel
st
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THE PUZZLE:
In this station students had to design a puzzle on the question ‘How is the common process of a job
interview?’ Other students had to piece the puzzle together afterwards.

Figure 6: Amusement Park Scenario: The Puzzle

THE LABYRINTH:
In the labyrinth students find several job advertisements. They have to analyse them in regard of the
wording. After this they have to create an own job advertisement and a riddle for other students by
using the computer.

Figure 7: Amusement Park Scenario: The Puzzle
st
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QUIZ
Students have to reflect on questions they may reckon and those questions that will rather not be
posed in the context of a job interview. Students had to write down the questions and to sign them
with

or

.

Figure 8: Amusement Park Scenario: The Puzzle

THE MERRY-GO-ROUND
In this use case the merry go round was an exercise to find synonyms for specific phrases. One
student had to take up a specific posture and the other student had to interpret and describe the
body language in the context of job interviews.

Figure 9: Amusement Park Scenario: The Puzzle
st
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THE TUNNEL OF HORROR
This game attraction symbolises the final examination. Based on their experiences and the learning
outcomes of the previous activities students should have a clear idea about the specifications and
procedures of a job interview. They have to search for a partner to perform a role-play on a job
interview in the plenum. The audience is asked to give constructive feedback.

Figure 10: Amusement Park Scenario: The Puzzle
The elaboration of the ‘Amusement Park’ scenario demonstrates how a generic game-based learning
concept may be instantiated with specific curriculum goals and adapted to the parameters of a
specific educational context. This instantiation of the ‘Amusement Park’ scenario was implemented as
part of the introductory user pilots in Austria (see D 5.3.1). The implementation of this scenario was
realised in the envisaged timeframe of two hours. Students worked in a very concentrated way and
the teacher was very pleased about the outcomes.

2.5.1.2 ELABORATION OF THE ‘TELEPORTER’ SCENARIO USING THE SCENARIO
TEMPLATE
The ‘Teleporter’ scenario seed involves a game where players travel via the Teleporter to different
planets where they are presented with a set of specific challenges. This scenario seed was designed
2
by Austrian teachers in the framework of the C Learn visionary workshops (Spring 2013) and the
2
C Learn summer school in Crete (July 2013), and was further elaborated in two additional workshops
in Vienna (Fall 2013). In the summer school, the teachers were introduced to the educational scenario
design template (see Appendix B for the full template). Subsequent elaboration has been based on
the template. Therefore we present here the ‘Teleporter’ scenario elaboration as an example of how
teachers may appropriate and use such a design tool.
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SECTION A: FOR THE TEACHER
A1: EDUCATIONAL CONTEXT
TIME FRAME
The time frame for this scenario can vary, depending on the amount of different exercises/challenges
the teacher or students wish to include into this scenario. The minimum of time needed for this
scenario is approximately 2 hours/lessons and can be going up to 6 hours/a whole day of school. The
‘Teleporter’ can be used on a large variety of topics/subjects and therefore this scenario can be reused over time. So the overall time frame for this scenario can go up to a long period of time.

SETTING
There are two different versions of The ‘Teleporter’ scenario.
2

One of these can be implemented using C Learn techniques such as WHC and CER in face-to-face
teaching. The scenario for face-to-face teaching will be called analog. The analog approach happens in
the classroom. Drawn pictures of the game-avatars, different planets and GOHH the conqueror are
underlining the storyline and game-based learning approach. The teacher or pupils choose the topic
and prepare different worksheets/challenges beforehand. Pupils play the analog ‘Teleporter’ game
and acquire new knowledge/skills via playing it.
2

The second version will utilize the C Learn computational tools and game. It will be called the digital
version. Therefore, the digital approach uses a computer-lab and the digital game ‘Teleporter’. The
teacher or pupils choose the topic and input the needed information and select/design the different
challenges beforehand. Pupils play the digital ‘Teleporter’ game and acquire new knowledge/skills via
playing it.

SCHOOL RESOURCES
No school resources out of the ordinary would be needed for the realization of this scenario. For the
digital approach a computer-lab or personal computers/laptops in the classrooms, an internet
connection and the digital game ‘Teleporter’ would be needed. But the existence of this digital game
so far is only wishful thinking. The analog version of this scenario needs a classroom, the visual
support for the storyline via drawn/printed out pictures, a copier for providing the needed amount of
worksheets and printouts of the game avatars.

CURRICULUM MAPPING
The ‘Teleporter’ scenario can be used on a large variety of topics/subjects and, therefore, this
scenario is not limited to a specific curriculum mapping at all. This game-based approach to learning
and creativity in classrooms can be used for the vast majority of school subjects and most of their
curriculum.
However, to make this scenario description more comprehensible, the curriculum mapping for the
following ‘Teleporter’ scenario example is English grammar: will-& going-to future.
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A2: RATIONALE
WHY YOU PROPOSE THE SCENARIO
The analog approach and digital approach attend to new teaching methods that will allow teachers to
motivate the pupils and increase their learning progress. Gamification is the way of reaching our
pupils nowadays and if this scenario is used correctly, it will be able to increase the success of
knowledge transfer during those lessons immensely. This game-based way of teaching and learning
should be a welcomed diversion to the teacher-centred teaching approach, which is the most
common form of teaching in Austria. Against this background, the ‘Teleporter’ scenario should
increase pupils’ motivation to acquire new knowledge/skills and train their creativity. It also leads to
pupils training their autonomy in decision-making and giving them increased self-esteem, a boosted
perceived self-efficacy when it comes to learning and creativity.

WHAT PROBLEM YOU ADDRESS
The addressed problem is that the biggest part of knowledge transfer in Austrian schools is based on
teacher cantered teaching. Although teacher-centred teaching has its advantages and definitely can
and should be used in lessons, it shouldn't be the only way of teaching displayed during the course of
a school-year. Pupils need to be challenged and their usual routines in school, when it comes to the
way of teaching and learning, have to be disrupted from time to time, to keep the motivation and
interest alive, to maximize the possible learning outcome, to make creativity possible.
So the use of scenarios like the ‘Teleporter’ can be one possible alternative to teacher centred
teaching. The focus in our school system is on the knowledge transfer itself, the pupils have to learn a
certain variety of knowledge/skills within a certain amount of time and in the end of such learning
periods, the pupils get traditionally tested to check their progress. The autonomy of those young
learners in their approach on learning, their perceived self-efficacy and their creativity often don't get
nearly enough attention.

WHAT YOUR (I.E. TEACHER’S) GOALS ARE
The main goal is to provide a learning environment for pupils, which increases pupils’ motivation to
acquire new knowledge/skills and trains their creativity. Due to the increase of motivation when it
comes to acquiring new knowledge, this scenario should be able to show a good learning outcome.
Furthermore the pupils can be motivated to learn and have fun while attending to the ‘Teleporter’
scenario. This scenario allows pupils to improve their autonomy within their own learning process and
also increase their self-esteem as well as their perceived self-efficacy. Via helping others the social
component of this scenario should have also led to a better class climate.

SECTION B: FOR THE STUDENT
B1: BEGINNING
Design purpose: setting the stage and defining student’s goals

SITUATION: CONTEXT OF ACTION
The students get introduced to the upcoming ‘Teleporter’ scenario.
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‘It is the year 2640....
You are earth‘s finest space ranger and the universe needs your help! Pure evil has emerged
out of a black hole in the middle of our galaxy in the form of GOHH the conqueror. GOHH
has already taken over multiple planets and soon he is going to reach earth....
Common weapons cannot harm GOHH, only the pure energy of human thinking can deal
damage to him.
Are you ready to free the universe and destroy GOHH by proving the power of your
thoughts, the power of your creativity, the power of your knowledge?!?!
As you can see different planets are already under the control of GOHH, waiting for you to liberate
them.’

Figure 11: An overview of the Teleporter Scenario
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Students will either play the digital or the analog version of this scenario. They can choose their own
way through the exercises, selecting which challenges they want to start with, how they proceed and
they are able to set an own pace. This improves their autonomy within the learning process.

GOAL DEFINITION: ROLE, QUESTION OR PROBLEM, ASSIGNMENT
The students slip into the role of a space ranger, and, within that role, have to save the universe by
ridding it from the iron grip of GOHH the conqueror.
In the digital approach, the students first receive their avatar/character, which in the beginning of the
scenario can be individually designed by them. In the beginning only small changes in the appearance
are possible though, like basic haircuts, hair colours, skin colours, face shapes and choosing the
gender. Then they get introduced to the storyline of GOHH and their mission of saving the universe
via freeing all planets by completing different challenges. For the completion of each challenge the
pupils receive a certain amount of points, which over time they can use to buy new items for their
avatar and change the appearance of their avatar further.
In the analog approach, the students first receive the first piece of their avatar/character, the printout
of the head, which in the beginning of the scenario can be individually designed by them. In the
beginning only small changes in the appearance are possible though, like basic haircuts, hair colours,
skin colours, face shapes and choosing the gender. Via an overhead projector, the students get to see
the possible end results of their avatars/characters. Then they get introduced to the storyline of
GOHH and their mission of saving the universe via freeing all planets by completing different
challenges. For the completion of each challenge the pupils receive a certain amount of points, which
over time they can use to buy new items/body parts for their avatar and change the appearance of
their avatar further.

MINIMAL SET OF INITIAL KNOWLEDGE (TO SET THE STAGE FOR GOAL DEFINITION)
Students get presented the basic knowledge about the beforehand chosen topic. The basic
knowledge/skills are presented in written form as well as orally, to make sure to provide a diverse
input for the pupils. For the example using English grammar, will- & going to-future, this would mean
giving explanations about how this grammar items work, their rules and giving some basic examples.
The students need this basic knowledge to be able to successfully complete the selected/designed
challenges/exercises that are awaiting them and are represented by the different planets that are
under GOHH's control. For the analog ‘Teleporter’ scenario, this happens at the beginning via the
teacher, giving out some printouts and explaining the grammar items. For the digital ‘Teleporter’
scenario this happens in the so called ‘Mission Control’. There the wise SuperComputer gives you all
explanations needed.

B2: MIDDLE
Design purpose: providing means, structure, and support for students to be autonomous but
substantially engaged

ACTIVITIES
In the digital approach, the students are playing a digital computer game. They are going through the
storyline, liberating different planets by driving GOHH off them and finally defeating GOHH personally
in single combat.
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To do so, they first need to complete the different challenges on the different basic planets
surrounding the earth. Every planet is filled with three levels of the same type of challenge, just the
difficulty from level to level is increasing. Each exercise represents a different learning approach. So
one planet could be filled with crossword puzzles, the next with missing word texts, another one with
true or false questions, maybe one where orally presented questions need to be answered, another
one is designed with a memory game, etc.
The challenges will be designed in the following way: the space ranger teleports to the planet and
sees himself confronted with GOHH. GOHH challenges the space ranger to a battle of wit, represented
by the challenges/exercises. For every successfully finished exercise, GOHH's appearance will shrink a
bit and when having completed all three levels on the planet, the student can see GOHH fleeing the
planet. For completing the exercises the pupils will also get points, which they can trade in the
‘Mission Control’ for new items for their avatar and change the appearance of their avatar further.
Those points also can be used to buy yourself some tips/help for certain challenges you get stuck in.
The pupils can switch between all the basic planets during the different challenges. The completion of
all those different challenges should give the students a profound knowledge of the inputted basic
topic.
After having successfully driven GOHH off all the basic planets, the students now may teleport to the
last, farther away planets, the last strongholds under the control of the evil conqueror. Those planets
in the third phase of the game (1st phase – Avatar design & knowledge-input in the Mission Control;
2nd phase – liberating the basic planets by doing different exercises) represent the creative
approaches to teaching and learning. After having acquired and established a profound knowledge of
the topic by completing the different exercises in the 2nd phase, the pupils should be able to get
creative and autonomous using the just learned during the 3rd phase. In our English grammar
example the students just did a variety of exercises to understand and master the rules going along
with the usage of the will- and going to-future. Now they are teleporting to different planets which
now all just consist of one activity/challenge given to you by GOHH, a creative one. For example on
one planet you are shown a list of 6 random words and you have to write 6 sentences, using the
random words and the will- and going to-future. Another planet gives you a random visual image and
you have to come up with a short story about that visual image, using the will- and going to-future. Or
you get challenged to draw a picture that matches the basic topic. It would be interesting to find out
what students are coming up with, when you're asking them to draw a picture for the will- and going
to-future, when writing words wouldn't be allowed in this challenge.
The last phase of this game-based scenario is entered after successfully completing all the creative
challenges. The fourth and final part of the ‘Teleporter’ is the final single combat with GOHH. The
students have freed all planets from GOHH's presence and in the course of doing so have received
many rewards for their progress in the form of different items. So now, with all their gathered pure
power of thoughts and knowledge, represented by their different items for their avatar/character,
they are ready to completely rid our universe from GOHH's existence. GOHH challenges the space
rangers by confronting them with different tasks chosen randomly out of all the previous planets and
now having a time restriction on the completion of the tasks. Only if the student is able to pass this
last challenge, GOHH the conqueror is finally defeated and the scenario is coming to an end.
In the analog approach, the storyline and the basic thoughts behind the different phases of this
analog approach to the scenario are the same, but the game is transferred from the digital approach
of a computer game into the classroom, which leads to quite some changes obviously. Each planet is a
drawn/printed out picture of a planet hung up on the walls, windows etc. around the classroom and
next to each picture, the pupils can find 3 worksheets. Those three worksheets are the same type of
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challenge, just the difficulty from level to level is increasing. Each type of worksheets/exercise
represents a different learning approach. Next to or on each planet there will be a small picture of
GOHH. When a pupil has successfully completed all three challenges of a planet he or she receives a
sticker/stamp from the teacher to put on this planet and also one to put into his exercise book to
document his progress. When all pupils were able to put a sticker/stamp on a certain planet, GOHH is
driven off this planet.
After a student has successfully challenged GOHH on all the basic planets and contributed his part to
the overall liberating process of them, the student now may teleport to the last, farther away planets,
the last strongholds under the control of the evil conqueror. Teleporting in this case of course just
means going to the last, so far for them not allowed to visit, planets. The analog approach to this third
phase is very similar to the digital one.
Another very nice addition to this phase of the ‘Teleporter’ scenario would be, to not allow any
student to visit the creativity planets until all students in the class have finished their basic challenges.
Instead of waiting on the others, pupils that are already finished with the second phase of the
scenario can now start helping others with their challenges. For helping others, a pupil receives a
special extra item/medal/sign for their avatar. This would lead to pupils helping others, interacting
with their classmates and bringing a social component into this approach.
The fourth and final part of the ‘Teleporter’ is the final single combat with GOHH. This single combat
is designed like this: there is a large picture of GOHH in the classroom and next to it the students will
find a worksheet that consists of mixed challenges from all the basic planets. They get a time limit for
finishing this worksheet, set by the teacher beforehand. When all pupils have completed this
challenge, GOHH is finally beaten, the picture of him gets taken down and students and teachers are
celebrating the rescue of the universe.

MATERIALS AND TOOLS
For the digital version of this scenario the students don't need any material at all. For the analog one
they need pens/biros/etc. and for the creative exercises maybe some coloured pencils/felt pens/etc.
All the other materials are provided by the teacher.

EMBEDDED (FOCAL) CONTENT
The embedded focal content is the inputted knowledge and challenges.

DIVISION OF LABOR
The students start by going through the scenario on their own/in single mode, but at certain points of
this scenario the pupils can help others in their progress. For helping others with their challenges on
the basic planets during phase number two, the students receive a special extra item/medal/sign for
their avatar.

TIMEFRAME (OVERALL DURATION, FREQUENCY ETC.)
The time frame for this scenario can vary, depending on the amount of different exercises/challenges
the teacher wishes to include into this scenario.
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B3: END
Design purpose: providing closure to the activity

ATTAINMENT OF GOAL
The goal is attained when GOHH is beaten and the students have acquired new knowledge/skills and
had fun while doing so.

2.5.1.3 ‘G-EUREKA!’: ELABORATION OF THE ‘RESCUE MISSION’ SCENARIO INTO A
FINE-TUNED USE CASE
In the above instances, the scenario elaborations focus more on elaborating the game, mapping it
onto the curriculum, and specifying the context of use. They do not explicitly attempt to integrate
2
C Learn theoretical and pedagogical approach to co-creativity into the scenarios.
In the elaboration of the ‘Rescue Mission’ scenario into ‘G-Eureka!’ we are attempting to do exactly
that. While the ‘Amusement Park’ and ‘Teleporter’ scenario elaborations demonstrate how teachers
themselves may instantiate a generic game-based scenario, the ‘Rescue Mission’ scenario was
2
deliberately developed by EA researchers as a demonstrator of what a fully-fledged C Learn scenario
incorporating theory, learning design, and technological tools entails. Our intention in this is to
provide a scenario getting closer to the point of becoming a concrete use case, and which, most
importantly, tries to reflect the project more comprehensively. It is carefully grounded on the
theoretical and pedagogical aspects of the project (CER and WHC), and attempts to reveal the
potential and needs for technological solutions. This scenario is definitely not offered as a uniform
recipe, as it is obviously one of many possible configurations, while even within itself it is flexible to
adaptations too. However, it aims to constitute a strong basis, together with the rest of this
Deliverable, for a detailed definition of the next steps in the project.

‘G-EUREKA!’: A ‘DIFFERENT’ GAME FOSTERING CO-CREATIVITY IN THE CONTEXT OF
PRIMARY GEOGRAPHY IN GREECE
A1: EDUCATIONAL CONTEXT
TIME FRAME
2

In the first classroom-based C Learn pilot, the ‘G-Eureka!’ intervention lasts approximately 12 weeks,
which is the duration of a school term. Each week, one full teaching session (45 minutes) is devoted to
2
C Learn activity.

SETTING
‘G-Eureka!’ is a game-like innovative intervention aiming to foster playful co-creativity in the learning
of 10-11 year old students in Greece. It is embedded in the lesson of Geography in the last two grades
2
of primary school (years 5 and 6). It has been developed through collaboration between C Learn
researchers and teachers as an innovation to be tried in the primary school of Ellinogermaniki Agogi,
in Athens, Greece. It can be implemented in parallel in more than one classroom of the same grade, in
each of the two grades, with teachers collaborating for its preparation and implementation.
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For the period of the implementation of ‘G-Eureka!’, one of the two Geography sessions per week in
2
each class is devoted to the C Learn intervention. This allows adequate time for the innovative
approach fostering co-creativity to unfold in 12 weeks, while it leaves space for the teachers and the
school to continue covering the set curriculum content and specifications in conventional terms. This
choice attempts to strike a balance, in that the introduction of innovative pedagogy fostering cocreativity in the weekly schedule does not ‘threaten’ the standard curriculum to an extent that would
not be tolerable by the school. At the same time, space is generously given to the proposed
innovation to show how it can be integrated and developed within real-life school settings. Pilot
2
implementation will show, among other things, to what extent the C Learn approach can be extended
to cover more subject matter and use more lesson time, and thus ‘revolutionize’ school’s teaching
more widely.
2

When opportunities arise, part of the C Learn intervention may take place outside the classroom, in
less formal learning settings, such as during educational field trips and visits undertaken by the classes
involved, or in more relaxed, not lesson-like activities on the school yard. The option of giving
students some ‘homework’ extending the school activity, which would however consist in everydaylife-inspired ‘creative play’ rather than study, is also currently being considered.

CURRICULUM MAPPING
2

Through the negotiation between C Learn researchers and teachers, Geography in the last two years
of primary school has emerged as a strong candidate curriculum area for the introduction of the
proposed innovation.
th

th

Geography is seen by the school and the teachers of the 5 and 6 grade as a curriculum area
affording new teaching approaches. Those ought to move away from the traditional paradigm of
memorizing geographical facts towards interpreting ‘Geography’ as an understanding of the natural
environment and how human activity places itself in it; in other words, how human activity is shaped
by the environment and at the same time shapes it.
The possibilities offered by games and creative thinking seem to be able to support and enable
students’ more active involvement with Geography content leading to deeper understanding and
divergent thinking exploring many possible approaches relating to the complex system that the world
around us constitutes.
Among the many concepts covered by the Geography curriculum, some that could be exploited in ‘GEureka!’ are the following:









Maps, scale, geographical coordinates
Orientation in geographical space
Weather and climate, seasons, climate zones
Ecosystems, flora and fauna
Terrain and waters, importance for human life and population distribution
Economy and environment related concerns: positioning of production activities, regional
development, environmental damage
Geology: earthquakes, volcanoes, corrosion, etc.
Comprehensively approaching and comparing places (environment, economy, culture…).

At the same time, Geography is regarded as more ‘peripheral’ in the curriculum in comparison to the
core subjects (e.g. language, mathematics, etc.), which allows a considerable degree of flexibility and
space for innovation, while core areas would are less available for experimentation.
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In addition, anchoring the innovative intervention in Geography offers opportunities for developing
strong links to other subject matter, in wide-view cross-curricular approaches. Thus, the driving
themes of Geography are actively combined in ‘G-Eureka!’ with elements explicitly drawing on
students’ knowledge and experiences from other curriculum areas, including:










Language (at this stage mother tongue, but possibly also foreign languages): Students
express and interpret facts, thoughts, feelings, opinions creatively in the given societal and
cultural context of ‘G-Eureka!’, in spoken discourse and in writing, with an emphasis on the
interpersonal, social level, i.e. the interaction between individuals co-creating their
interpretations and expressions. Two modes of authorship are utilised: a) students authoring
their own texts in constant interaction with their social environment, i.e. airing their views in
public and re-formulating to address reactions, and b) collaborative composition, i.e. joint,
discursive writing by more than one author.
Mathematics: Students may draw on their command of mathematical thinking in order to
solve the problems they are presented with in the game. They enrich their experiences of
problem solving, extending their understanding and appreciation of open-ended problems
characterised by many ‘correct’ answers and many ways to reach these answers. In addition,
they use mathematical knowledge and skills to address Geography-related information that
they need to decode in order to be able to utilize in their quests (e.g. geographical
coordinates).
Science: Similarly to Mathematics, Science is also strongly linked to the skills as well as the
knowledge required from students to become creative in ‘G-Eureka!’. Inquiry, central to
science learning, is also a major strategy in the game, especially in its ‘what if’-thinking
aspects. By trying to solve problems and address challenges unconventionally, students are
faced with the practical need to observe and explain the natural world, and in particular the
changes caused by human activity.
History: In some of the challenges the teachers may add historical parameters, such as
human settlements and activities from the past known through students’ History lessons. In
such cases, students can combine Geography concepts with their knowledge of historical
developments, asking ‘what would have happened if’ questions, and exploring non-linear,
alternative explanations of historical evidence.
Social, personal and civic education: Students are very actively involved through ‘G-Eureka!’
in appreciating the responsibility of individuals, groups, and the society towards the world
around us and towards each other, foregrounding questions of responsible citizenship.

More generally, ‘G-Eureka!’ actively fosters student key competences the development of which
traverses curriculum objectives:








Learning to learn: Students use the game mechanics and tools to pursue and organise their
own learning independently and in collaboration with others, in accordance with their
priorities and goals.
Social competence: To ‘survive’ and thrive in ‘G-Eureka!’, students need to draw strongly on
their personal, interpersonal and intercultural competences, and contribute actively to their
and others’ well-being.
Civic competence: Students are exposed in the game with the practical need to apply their
knowledge and understanding of social and political concepts and structures such as
democracy, equality, citizenship, justice, civil rights, engaging themselves in a simulation of
democratic participation in a creative adult society.
Initiative and entrepreneurship: Central to the game is the need for students to generate
creative ideas and turn them into creative action, appreciating and at times taking risks,
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thinking about the ethics and impact of their ventures, and planning and managing their
decisions and actions to achieve their goals.
Cultural awareness and expression: Creative internalisation and externalisation (expression)
of ideas in a range of communication modes is central to student activity in ‘G-Eureka!’.

Overall, the teacher selects the general topics or goals of challenges he/she poses to students from
the pool of curriculum elements he/she wants to cover. The details are described further below.

SCHOOL RESOURCES
The usual classroom resources are adequate for the realization of a very simplified version of this
2
game-like intervention. New physical artefacts developed by the teachers and C Learn researchers as
entities and tools for the game will improve applicability and playability. However, realization through
conventional means is deemed too complex and demanding for the teachers and the school, while
real added value lies in the utilization of ICT technologies already developed or envisioned by the
2
C Learn project. Such use of technologies would obviously lead to certain needs for ICT hardware
availability in the classroom, defined by the nature of the specific technologies and the use the
teacher will decide to make of them.
The description in the rest of this scenario includes some hints to the utilization of technology.
Nevertheless, technology and game designer expertise can definitely provide richer and more fine2
tuned insights into the use of technologies C Learn could provide.

A2: RATIONALE
In addition to addressing the needs for innovative pedagogy and cross-curricular approaches
described in the section on ‘Curricular Mapping’ above, ‘G-Eureka!’ actively seeks to pursue the aim
2
to foster learners’ co-creativity as defined in the C Learn project, using the pedagogical approach and
corresponding technologies developed by the project. In this context, ‘G-Eureka!’ seeks to create
conditions which encourage and facilitate the student to:
Aim at novelty/new ideas and change:





Engage in both creative problem-finding and creative problem solving
Generate new ideas and/or create new associations between ideas
Act as an agent of change, aiming at small-scale creative change in himself/herself and in the
community (‘journeys of becoming’ and ‘quiet revolutions’)
Reflect on his/her ‘journeys of becoming’ and ‘quiet revolutions’, becoming aware of the
reciprocal relationship between creativity and identity (change by the makers/creators in a
process of becoming through making; and change in the makers/creators in a process of
becoming through being made).

Learn formally and informally:



Learn, co-create and self-create in formal education settings
Learn, co-create and self-create in informal settings beyond the classroom.

Work alone and with others:



Work individually
Collaborate in groups
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Collaborate with others in the frame of communal endeavours.

Engage in possibility thinking:


Make the transition from ‘what is’ to ‘what might be’, through ‘what if’ thinking (inquiry) and
‘as if’ thinking (imagining).

Think within and beyond reasoning:





Use reasoning, i.e. consciously make sense of things, apply logic, establish and verify facts,
and change or justify practices and beliefs based on new or existing information
Use intuition, i.e. use immediate (not inferred) a priori knowledge or experiential belief, or
acquire knowledge without inference and/or the use of reason, or acquire beliefs in ways
that bypass ordinary justification
Use empathy, i.e. recognize emotions that are being experienced by others, identify with and
understand others’ situation and feelings.

Explore possibilities and perspectives through:






Analogy, i.e. move from one object to another on the basis of equivalence/similarity in order
to disrupt ramified patterns of thought and construct lateral pathways
Internalization, i.e. engage with a new/foreign perspective, understand it, explore its
potential, and create associations with his/her knowledge and belief-framework
Externalization, i.e. express a perspective, articulate his/her ideas on a given problem or
creative challenge, and be able to verbally thematize areas of his/her own knowledge and
belief-framework
Negotiation, i.e. be able to negotiate between multiple perspectives, both conceptually and
interpersonally, in order to achieve constructive fusion and understanding of difference.

2

Use C Learn interventions aiming at reframing:







Engage in activities aiming to disrupt established routines and patterns of thought and action
Create new analogies as building blocks of the creative process
Actively experiment with re-combining elements of the creative challenge
Actively facilitate a shift of perspective, by uncovering hidden aspects of the creative
challenge, and by going beyond the material provided by the description (elements) of the
challenge, recasting the challenge in a new light (as a whole or through re-formulating
elements of it)
2
Use CER lateral thinking techniques and the corresponding tools developed by C Learn to
open up space for new ideas and solutions: Semantic Lateral Thinking using concepts;
Diagrammatic Lateral Thinking using diagrams; Emotive Lateral Thinking using emotive
lateral judgments.

Attend to ethics and impact of ideas:






Select and promote ideas driven by values, aligning personal with wider values
Actively promote those ideas which are deemed valuable by the group
Actively explore the consequences of the newly generated ideas and/or the newly created
associations between ideas
Exhibit awareness of and concern / interest for the impact of new ideas on the group’s
values
Generally, make decisions which are ethically grounded and act responsibly.
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Engage in dialogue:






Engage in debate over ideas
Promote dialogue within group, by posing questions, respecting different viewpoints, and/or
encouraging members of the group to voice their ideas
Actively negotiate conflict, and/or
Seek alternate paths going in a different direction to others if conflict is not resolved.
Be prepared to change his/her mind in the space of dialogue.

Be in control:








Make himself/herself visible on his/her own terms
Take charge/a leading role during different phases of the creative process
Share control/leadership with others, in a context of equality and flattened hierarchies
Understand the rules in the system underlying the challenges facing the groups
Understand how decisions around new ideas have consequences
Make decisions around new ideas
Instigate action.

Engage in action:













Immerse him/herself in the experience of the creative process
Facilitate immersion in the experience of the creative process for the rest of the group
Be willing to take risks and/or leave his/her ‘comfort zone’ (maybe generating surprising
individual or collaborative ideas)
Experiment with pluralities of personal identities
Reposition himself/herself in different roles
Experiment with pluralities of places
Experiment with pluralities of activities
Explore content
Design, edit, extend content
Co- construct with others
Be committed to excellence
Learn, co-create and self-create in emotionally rich play-worlds, using both the gaming
2
technological elements of C Learn and more widely.

B1: BEGINNING: SETTING THE STAGE FOR THE STUDENT
SITUATION: CONTEXT OF ACTION
In the ‘G-Eureka!’ sessions of the Geography lesson, students become players in a long-term game
lasting 12 weeks. The teacher participates in the game, albeit not as a player but rather as an
inspirational figure, facilitator, and rule-keeper.
The ‘G-Eureka!’ game consists in 12 episodes, one each week, corresponding to the 12 Geography
lessons. Gaming activity is condensed into these episodes. However, between the episodes students
may decide to carry out activity related to the game, such as reflections on the previous experience
aiming at strategy-building and improving one’s skill.
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Of the 12 episodes, 7 lie in the core of the game, while there are two introductory episodes for scenesetting and preparations at the beginning, and one concluding episode in the end.
The content of each episode is secret until the moment the teacher reveals it to the class at its start.
In the core episodes, students are expected to respond creatively to challenges set by the teacher, as
explained further below. The teacher has devised these challenges to touch upon subject matter
knowledge and skills (according to the provisions of ‘Curriculum Mapping’ above), but at the same
time requiring creative responses reaching far beyond. These challenges are addressed by the
students working in groups. The driving forces of game development are dialogue and negotiation
leading to decisions and action within the groups, and among the groups. The gaming feeling is
enhanced through time restrictions creating a vivid pace of development, and a system of gaining and
losing points (‘creativity’ and ‘social wisdom’ gems). Few points are gained or lost on the basis of
progress through the process (e.g. whether an episode is successfully concluded), but are strongly
multiplied by adding the factor of the appreciation of the others for an entity’s achievements or
misconduct (i.e. through voting). Activity and creative achievements are systematically recorded, so
that students can reflect on them and re-use them, as they wish. Overall, strong self-reflection and
sharing-of-wisdom elements underlie all activity.

GOAL DEFINITION
In the first introductory session, the teacher sets this goal for students: To use ‘G-Eureka!’ as an
opportunity to see the lesson of Geography, and more generally the world around them, ‘differently’,
in the following sense:












Setting themselves the aim to really understand Geography, i.e. the world around them and
how it works, not simply by ‘learning a lesson’, but rather by taking part in a playful
adventure in which they progress when they think differently from what students usually do
in lessons, when they feel things even if they do not completely understand them, and when
they question things that someone would usually not question
Wanting to generate new ideas, propose new solutions and implement changes, becoming
‘young inventors and creators of everything’, looking beyond what people believe and say
about things in order to find out what things might or could be like if someone saw them
differently, or if someone changed them
Asking themselves and the others why the new idea, solution or change is important and
needed, looking especially for ideas, solutions or changes that are worthwhile and valuable to
them and to the others, i.e. those which can turn things to the better in some way (even if
not in the way their teachers and parents would expect or approve of!)
Taking seriously into account the impact that their proposed new ideas, solutions and
changes may have on themselves and on the others – before making decisions, always asking
if the ‘new thing’ they are proposing ‘respects’ them and the others as human beings, or if it
may not be compatible with their values or poses threats to them or to others which they
feel they should not ignore
Doing all this not only alone, but mainly together with the others, actively sharing their ideas
and actions – being collaborators and co-creators, but without forgetting their own personal
wishes, interests, and needs
Actively helping to make all this a playful experience in which everyone is having a good
time, relaxing and letting themselves to ‘immerse’ in an activity which is more of a game and
less of a lesson, considering it fun but at the same time serious and very important to them
and the others
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Reflecting on how they and the others may be changing little by little during this adventure,
what this change looks like and what causes it.

MINIMAL SET OF INITIAL KNOWLEDGE
Previous academic knowledge and competence requirements are limited to the Geography and other
concepts and skills required for the student to engage with the content of the challenges posed by the
teacher, as well as basic skill for the usual classroom-based collaborative work and knowledge of the
basic concepts and workings of democracy. All these are covered in the rest of the Geography lessons
(those not used for ‘G-Eureka!’) as well as more widely in the rest of the curriculum.
In addition, the student needs to be appropriately presented and understand the goals and structure
of the activity and the rules of the game, as well as the use of any technologies involved. This will be
achieved in the first two introductory episodes.

B2: MIDDLE: STUDENT ENGAGEMENT
TIMEFRAME
Throughout the activity, students are aware of the overall time plan of the game across the line of 12
episodes, as well as the time that is available (or has elapsed) in the context of a given
episode/challenge. They are aware of the time restrictions that constitute part of the playfulness and
challenge of the activity, while they are at the same time urged not to jump into quick responses
without using all the time available at a stage. In other words, they are clearly made aware of the fact
that they do not have infinite time to respond to the challenges, but simultaneously also that time
spent on co-creativity is an important investment towards stronger achievements and better
progression through the game.

EMBEDDED (FOCAL) CONTENT AND CONTENT RESOURCES
Students are made aware of the fact that the challenges posed to them by the teacher may make use
of various pieces of knowledge from their Geography lessons as well as other lessons. The teacher
may or may not decide to specify these other areas of the curriculum on which students can draw to
address the challenges or a given challenge in a specific episode. Such information may well be used
by the teacher as hints provided to students (at a cost in terms of game points) when a group reaches
a deadlock and asks for teacher help.
In any case, it is made clear to the students that during the game they can use any of their usual
learning resources, including all of their textbooks, as the nature of the challenges does not leave any
use to conventional student copying.

MATERIALS AND TOOLS
For the purposes of ‘G-Eureka!’, before its start as well as during its implementation as needs arise,
2
the teachers, in collaboration with the C Learn researchers, produce artefacts which are necessary or
can facilitate the game process. Such artefacts include a wide range of materials and tools, such as
playing cards, pieces and boards, which would enable gameplay. Many of these could be generic, to
be used with any curricular content, while other may need to include elements of the content
specifically addressed in this iteration (e.g. cards presenting the challenges). Importantly, many of
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these artefacts can be replaced by their more enhanced, technology-enabled versions, which would
lead to multiple enhancements to the activity.
Of central importance among the materials and tools of ‘G-Eureka!’ are the game spaces. The ‘CoCreative Community Space’ is the common shared space in which the class as a whole shares its ideas,
decisions, achievements, and reflections. In a classroom not using any specific computer technology
for this, the ‘Co-Creative Community Space’ could be a dedicated, easily reachable noticeboard on the
wall, large enough to accommodate postings from all episodes. In addition, there are the various
‘Reflection Spaces’, one for each student and group. These could take various forms, from notebooks
to smaller noticeboards. A ‘Reflection Space’ is where an individual or group organizes, uses privately
or shares publically their ideas, decisions, actions, achievements, and reflect on their experiences in
the game. In all spaces, students may post ideas, comments, appreciations, and use stickers to tag the
various entities with standard short notes – the latter could, for example, include ‘Like’, ‘Very
creative!’, ‘Socially wise!’, ‘Unacceptable!’, etc. In a more technology-enabled version, with enhanced
functionality and interoperability, these spaces could correspond to the usual spaces of a
contemporary social network hosting the whole activity.
In addition, the game makes use of the computational tools and games already delivered by the
2
C Learn project, the use of which is integrated in the activity to facilitate and enhance the processes
of possibility thinking.

ROLES AND DIVISION OF LABOR: STUDENT-GAMERS, GROUPS, COMMUNITY
In ‘G-Eureka!’ students become gamers, without leaving their learner identity behind. To thrive as
gamers in this game, they need to be creative thinkers and collaborators. They play at two levels: as
players of the long-term ‘G-Eureka!’ game, which consists of the 12 episodes; as well as players of
2
smaller-scale games which are being developed in C Learn as tools for facilitating and enhancing
possibility thinking. In this overall playful atmosphere of open-ended ‘adventurous’ activity, students
respect an aspect of a more ‘serious’ agenda, which refers to their ultimate goals and their
responsibility as members of their group and community (see below). However, the overall driving
force behind the design of ‘G-Eureka!’ aims at a seamless integration of all ‘serious’ aspects into the
game mechanics, so that they remain active but disguised as parameters of the game.
Community, groups, individuals: social agents and hierarchies in the game
Students work in groups of four. As all common decisions are made by majority vote, an even number
of students per group is deliberately chosen, so that the possibility for a tie-vote can remain open,
potentially leading the group to dilemmas and deadlocks which they will need to address.
At the same time, each student participates as an individual. He/she has his own private space of
reflection and expression, deciding at times to make some things public.
Individuals and groups make up the wider community, i.e. the whole class. In the typical class size,
there can usually be six groups. Again, an even number of groups in the community is desired, so that
the possibility for a tie-vote relating to issues addressed between groups can remain open.
Individuals, groups of individuals, and the community as a whole, all three are agents with the
capacity to make decisions and act in the game. Individuals and groups act separately as well as jointly
– students engaging individually and in the group, and groups engaging as individual entities and in
the community.
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All agents (students, groups of students, the community) relate to each other on the basis of equality
and respect, operating in a democratically organized structure.
In this structure, the individual is foregrounded and not hidden in the mass. Each student has the right
and the task to make himself/herself visible to the others on his/her own terms.
All decisions above the level of the individual are made by majority vote. Belonging to a hierarchically
higher structure (group, community) implies respecting and implementing its decisions, to which all
members have contributed with a special attention to respecting everyone’s values.
However, common decisions are not unquestionable or irreversible. Everyone can challenge a
decision and campaign for its change. In addition, it is everyone’s responsibility to control action in
the light of the commonly agreed decisions.
Within the groups and the community, hierarchies are flattened. Leadership roles are not by
definition necessary, and are not permanent. Everyone can take charge or a leading role during
different phases of the creative process. Leadership is the outcome of negotiation with the others,
and shared control and leadership is the usual pattern.
Most importantly, though, everyone is a ‘leader’ of his/her own self, responsible for his/her conduct
and decisions. Everyone is motivated to make informed decisions leading to action, understanding the
rules in the system underlying the challenges facing the group, and understanding how decisions have
consequences.

LEARNING SUPPORTS: THE ROLE OF THE TEACHER
The teacher participates in the game, albeit not as an ordinary player. He/she plays the role of the
supreme game-master, acting as an inspirational figure, facilitator, rule-keeper, evaluator, and, if
needed, judge. The latter is generally avoided, as the emphasis is on empowering students to handle
risk and conflict without adult intervention, within and through their groups. So, the teacher becomes
a judge only when called by students to play this role, when they report to him/her cases of conflict
that they cannot resolve themselves. This involves cost for the group and the individuals in terms of
game points.
While students are busy working on the assigned challenges, the teacher acts as a moderator and
facilitator. He/she moves from group to group to ensure that the process is kept alive, intervening
when and only if necessary with encouraging comments and suggestions in relation to the process,
but not in relation to the content of the challenge. He/she focuses particularly on cases in which a
group appears not to be adequately involved, or where disruptive behaviour poses problems to the
process. He/she systematically avoids judging the creative responses, proactively valuing learners’
ideas and actions. However, if a group decides to call for ‘teacher help’ (an option available at a cost
in terms of game points), the teacher spends five minutes with the group, being an equal partner in
the discussion and a fellow collaborator.
Behind his/her role as game-master, the teacher can use this capacity to observe his/her students,
assess their learning and creative engagement, and generally gain insights into students’ personalities
and learning that he/she could hardly achieve through conventional teaching. Drawing on these,
he/she may start considering changes or adaptations to improve teaching and learning in his/her
2
class. At the same time, his/her assessments are of great use to the C Learn project, as they can
contribute to the evaluation of the innovation, as well as to the ‘wisdom’ of the artificial intelligence
systems underlying the game.
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RULES: EVALUATION AND GAINING POINTS IN THE GAME
The main gaming feature of ‘G-Eureka!’ is the final goal to win the game by gathering points and
achieving the highest score. Each group and each student within a group gain and lose points
according to a defined system. A small number of points are gained or lost on the basis of progress
through the process, but these are strongly multiplied by the factor of others’ appreciation for an
agent’s achievements or misconduct. Thus, a student’s or group’s successful progression through the
game and increased chances for victory come through ‘winning the other’ rather than ‘beating the
other’, i.e. through convincing the group or community voting about the merits or one’s ‘co-creative
conduct’.
Collective decisions about evaluation in terms of game points are made at certain points in the
process of the game. Depending on how the teacher wants to address and use this, such peer
evaluation may refer to anything from small steps or intermediate results in the process, to just one
voting at the end of each episode. Generally, more rather than less iterations of peer evaluation are
desirable, to the extent that this does not pose an unmanageable administrative burden and is not in
conflict with time restrictions.
Apart from voting at certain points where time is explicitly devoted to this, students may also decide
to ‘vote’ more freely during the process, by adding relevant tags (‘Like’, etc.) to various entities of the
game (a student, an idea, an achievement, etc.), in a social-networking fashion. However, ‘official
votes’ weigh more that unofficial ‘social tagging’.
As a third pillar of evaluation, through self-reflection students and groups and the community as a
whole evaluate themselves. This self-reflection is mandatory at certain points. If it does not take
place, or if it is judged by the majority or the teacher-game-master as inappropriately performed,
then the relevant agent’s right to vote and be voted is suspended for a certain period in the game.
The teacher also has the role of a ‘superior evaluator’ in the game. However, his/her evaluative
decisions are not made public, as the aim is to get students themselves to handle and use the
evaluation process responsively.
As this system of evaluation can become too complex and demanding for the teacher and students,
technology could offer valuable help in its administration. In addition, any automated process of
assessment could both enhance and benefit from this rich, community-embedded evaluation process.
2

The teacher, in collaboration with the C Learn researchers, devises a system of ‘grading’ to be used
for the evaluations. This system reflects his/her own teaching priorities and preferences as well as
2
relevant concepts and values from the C Learn project. As a general scheme, two wider areas are
assessed: ‘creativity’ and ‘social wisdom’.
‘Most creative’ can be evaluated in terms of ‘the wow!-factor’ along these lines:





Novelty: how different the creative response feels to the evaluator from existing knowledge,
patterns, experience
Impressiveness-Rarity: how rare, very unusual some elements of the creative response seem
to the evaluator
Impressiveness -Recreation effort: how difficult the creative response feels to the evaluator,
how difficult it seems to recreate recognizable properties of it
Use value: how useful and usable the creative response is deemed by the evaluator within
this context, and/or how reusable it is in other contexts
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Surprise: how unexpected at that certain time the creative response is, how much it differs
from what has been expected or predicted by the evaluator
Curiosity: how much the creators have acted as curious agents, posing themselves problems
that are on the verge of what they can solve and learning as much as possible in the process.

In addition, creative responses, and more generally an agent’s game conduct, are evaluated by the
participants in terms of ‘social wisdom’ along these lines:





Ethics: to what extent the agents have demonstrated attention to ethics and the impact of
their creative responses and/or conduct
Attention to the values of the community: to what extent the agents have selected new
ideas with valuable community impact, discarding other ideas that do not – or more
generally have behaved in ways that do not offend community values
Community value: how valuable to the community the creative responses or other conduct
seem to the community members.

What is more, in the self-reflection aspects, the experiences from the creative process can be
evaluated through reflection on others’ and one’s own engagement, with the following concepts
providing some guidance:










Dialogue: to what extent the creative response generated felt to be the result of dialogue, in
which the creators posed questions, debated between ideas, found ways to negotiate
conflict or to go in a different direction to others if conflict was not resolved
Control/leadership: to what extent each group member took charge of parts of the creative
process, understood the rules of the system, considered the consequences of decisions,
made decisions, took action
Engagement: to what extent each participant felt that he/she and the others ware
‘immersed’ in the experience, somehow ‘addicted’ and not able to stop, trying repeatedly,
and if this led to taking any ‘risks’
Thinking differently: to what extent each participant felt that his/her and others’ thinking
and in particular reasoning processes changed
Pluralities: to what extent each participant felt that he/she and the others took on many
roles, personae, perspectives
Playfulness: how much each participant felt that he/she and the others operated in an ‘as if’
and playful manner.

Finally, at certain points and at least once at the end of the game, the teacher-game-master is also
evaluated by the students, anonymously:





‘Values our creative ideas’: how much they feel that the teacher has proactively valued their
and others’ ideas and actions
‘Enables initiative’: how much they feel that the teacher has enabled them to take the
initiative
‘Gives time and space’: how much they feel that the teacher has ensured sufficient space and
time for ideas and actions to emerge
‘Collaborates with us as equal’: how much they feel that the teacher has get alongside the
learner and learning as a fellow collaborator.
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RULES: DIALOGUE AND DECISION MAKING
At various stages in the ‘G-Eureka!’ game, there are decision points. All decisions are made by
majority vote. Even numbers of members leave the possibility for a tie-vote deliberately open, so that
dilemmas and deadlocks can possibly arise and be addressed by the students.
Throughout the game, the driving forces of game development are dialogue and negotiation leading
to decisions and action among individuals within the groups, and among the groups. Things happen in
the game, developments occur, only through dialogue and, where needed, negotiation. In dialogue,
students and groups of students predominantly engage in debate over ideas. They voice their ideas
and encourage other to voice theirs, they pose questions, and they respect different viewpoints. The
aim is, through negotiation, to move towards decisions and action.
Conflict is not unlikely to arise in this context, and it is not considered a threat. Rather, it is seen as a
critical point requiring everyone’s attention, as its resolution provides new ground for negotiation. In
conflict, participants seek alternate paths, and change direction if conflict is not resolved.
Overall, everyone is allowed, even encouraged, and prepared to change his/her mind in the space of
the dialogue. In addition, it is everyone task and responsibility to respect and nurture dialogue, and
though this, keep the game alive. Of all ‘offences’, the heaviest is denial of or damage to dialogue.

ACTIVITIES
Introductory episodes: setting the scene
In the two introductory episodes the teacher explains the goals, rules, and use of the game artefacts
to the students. Students form their groups, and students, groups and the class define their goals
overall goals.
The teacher may choose to decide the composition of each group, e.g. on the grounds of his/her
previous knowledge of social dynamics in the class, or allocate students randomly, or even let
students decide alone how to form groups. The exact configuration depends on the individual
circumstances of each class and the teachers’ priorities and interests. If the teacher has some
knowledge, or a ‘feeling’ of how creative and collaborative each student is, the teacher may decide to
distribute the more creative and collaborative individuals more or less evenly across the groups.
Other parameters that he/she may wish to take into account for the distribution could include the
introvert vs. extrovert spectrum, gender, etc.
The definition of an overall goal by each agent (student, group, community) is an important step
which provides perspective and benchmarking for everyone’s efforts in the game. Goal definition
takes place at the beginning, but goals can be reviewed and changed in the course.
The goals set reflect the personal and communal values driving initiative in the game. Thus, by
defining and revisiting their game goals at the beginning and throughout the game, each agent
defines and reviews their system of values underlying their creative responses, decisions and actions.
Each agent is free to decide their goal, and obliged to formulate it as a short statement and make it
public in the corresponding game space (the class in the ‘Co-Creative Community Space’, each student
and group in their respective ‘Reflection Spaces’). The order is from the individual to the upper
containing structure. First students define their personal goals. Then each group discusses and
decides its own goal. Eventually, the community discusses and decides its overall ‘communal
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endeavour’ that will be shared by everyone in the class. This more or less reflects the goal of the
overall game, but with a distinct, values-based, ethical flavour.
The teacher acts here as a facilitator inspiring the definition of appropriate goals. He/she tries to
intervene as little as possible, and avoids being prescriptive. He/she provides words as ‘teasers’
aiming to inspire and direct users to combining higher level values with practical concerns. In this,
‘change’ is a leading concept. Each agent is prompted to envision themselves, among other things, as
agents of some sort of creative change in themselves and in the community – at two levels:



through their own ‘journey’ (change in their dispositions and/or personalities)
through their intended wider ‘revolutions’ (wider changes in the community stemming from
the ‘journeys’)

Goals are ‘owned’ by the agent who has set them, but also subject to social control. If an agent sets
himself/herself a goal and other agents feel that it is not aligned with the wider goals, then action is
taken in order to resolve the conflict.
During the process, the agent ‘owning’ each goal statement can change it, and the history of changes
is retained and public. The overall ‘communal endeavour’ which is negotiated at the beginning
remains more stable than other goals. It can be changed, albeit more difficultly, in the course of the
game, through negotiation.
In the two introductory episodes, the methods and tools for creative thinking and decision making
described below for the core episodes may be used in various ways, depending on teacher’s design
decisions.
The core episodes
The challenges
Each of the 7 core episodes start with the presentation of the ‘challenge of the day’ to the students,
who are expected to respond to it creatively.
The teacher selects the general topic or goal of the challenge from the pool of curriculum elements
he/she wants to cover. However, he/she has designed this challenge so that, although it touches upon
subject matter knowledge and skills, at the same time it requires and provokes creative student
responses potentially reaching far beyond the curriculum. Thus, with the ‘challenge of the day’ the
teacher defines a general topic or goal which acts as an open-ended framework with very few, clearly
specified constraints.
For the definition of the challenges in the context of the Geography lessons, the teacher may use
metaphors or conditions such as the following, in various configurations (e.g. either one of them
consistently in several or all episodes, or several of them in combinations):


A rescue mission situation, in which there are ‘rescuers’ and those ‘lost’, and in which
dilemmas arise. The ‘lost’ need to (a) find ways to survive, and (b) orient themselves, figure
out where they are and convey this information to the ‘rescuers’. The ‘rescuers’ needs to (a)
assist the ‘lost’ in figuring out where they are, (b) assist them in their efforts of survival, and
(c) devise plans for their rescue. To achieve these, students will need to step on various
concepts and their interrelation: weather and climate and how they affect human activity,
food chain, orientation, natural phenomena, terrain morphology etc. They may also need to
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perform mathematical calculations, such as trying to calculate distance by hours travelled, or
use other knowledge (e.g. history), to address the challenge.
An area development mission, in which students live in different areas and try to develop
them, taking into consideration morphology, climate, etc., as well as the links and relations
to other areas (e.g. the areas developed by the other groups). The index of balanced
development is complex including many indicators (economic, environmental, cultural,
social, personal/subjective).
A mission of constructing a world from scratch, in which students ‘build’ their geography and
install human settlements and activities in this geography.
A traveling mission, in which to be able to travel further students need to address challenges
relating to decisions about clothing, gear, transport etc., taking into consideration the related
trade-off (cost, weight-volume, speed) in relation to the external conditions.

In the core of each challenge lies a prompt which motivates students to make the transition from
‘what is’ to ‘what might be’, getting involved in ‘what if’ thinking (inquiry) and ‘as if’ thinking
(imagining). The teacher carefully selects words to make it an engaging challenge, exciting and
enticing to the students. He/she utilizes effective language constructs, such as purposeful selections
between questions and statements, between positive and negative statements, as well as using
expressions assuming multiple solutions, if any, at all! Generally, the challenge resembles a problem
with no obvious solutions – or the obvious solutions are not the goal.
The teacher may decide to present each group with a different challenge, or different variations of
the same challenge, or all groups with exactly the same challenge.
Overall, the teacher links the challenges of each ‘G-Eureka!’ episode through a loose thematic
continuity. Students are encouraged to exploit this continuity creatively. In shaping their challenge in
each of the episodes, students in a group gain ‘bonus’ points if they build on a previous challenge in a
clear, albeit possibly surprising and unconventional, way.
The teacher has kept the content of the challenge secret until the moment of its announcement to
the group/class. In five minutes overall, he/she presents and explains the challenge to the students,
but consciously and cautiously avoids becoming prescriptive. His/her objective is to motivate the
students and help them engage with the challenge without limiting the space of possibilities – rather,
by opening it wide. He/she maintains a strong focus on enabling learners to take the initiative,
standing back and allowing space and time for learners’ ideas and actions to emerge. Each group is
then free to shape their challenge in any way they want moving within the broader framework
defined by the teacher.
Addressing the challenges
Students work on the challenges in their groups. The process is strictly framed in terms of time,
through a timer operated by the teacher, and students are aware of the time that is still available. If
this time passes and they have not resolved the situation they are handling, their group loses points.
Time restrictions create a vivid pace of development multiplying the challenge. However, there is no
competition for the faster solution. The goal is to get the ‘most creative’ response to the challenge
within the given time frame. It is a central piece of advice from the teacher that students should not
jump into quick responses without using all the time available at a stage, as this will help them
achieve stronger results and better progression through the game.
Each group has the option to call for ‘teacher help’ only once in an episode, bearing a relevant cost in
game points. If the group decides to use this, the teacher spends five minutes with the group, being
st
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an equal partner in the discussion and fellow collaborator. He/she avoids directly proposing any
solutions to the challenge, rather providing scaffolding to learners’ creative thinking. There is a
penalty for the group in terms of game point loss if the teacher considers the call for ‘teacher help’
inappropriate (e.g. if learners do not get really involved with the challenge and expect the teacher to
provide a ready solution).
Creatively addressing the challenge takes up most of the time of a core episode. This part of the
episode can be internally structured in different ways, and the exact time available for it is defined by
the teacher. As an indication, no more than 30 minutes are available to it, while specified time
restrictions internally to this period can enhance the gaming feeling.
Generally, the following general scheme is followed: first exploring the possibilities, then making
decisions, and eventually taking action. The content of these three stages greatly depends on the
exact nature of the challenge and teacher’s priorities. The formulation of the challenge itself affords
the distinction of these three phases, but also puts the greatest emphasis and challenge on exploring
possibilities – which, however, must not be left alone without consequent decisions and actions.
Students are encouraged to start exploring possibilities by investing much of their available time in
defining, understanding, and seeing the challenge in many different ways, before jumping into ‘final’
solutions.
As a possible entry point to the challenge, students are encouraged by the teacher to actively
experiment with identifying and re-combining its elements. For example, they are encouraged to
work with the given facts of the problem, which are drawn from the curriculum area linked to the
activity. They gather facts, probe details, investigate causes and circumstances. They ask themselves
questions about what is and what is not known. They may draw diagrams of the problem, and
generally draw on the evidence available and their knowledge of the subject matter.
However, soon (e.g. in 5 minutes), the teacher addresses the whole class signalling the transition to
the next stage: students quickly need to move away from conventional convergent thinking and
school-like problem solving, as they will succeed only if they use novelty, analogy and perspectives to
their benefit. In the next 15 minutes, they need to go beyond the material provided by the description
of the challenge, recasting it in a new light, either as a whole or through re-formulating elements of it.
Students’ stated operational objective is novelty, defined as generating new ideas (including creating
new associations between existing ideas). Novelty, in this sense, is encouraged and facilitated through
2
the intervention of the use of C Learn tools aiming at reframing, so that students can disrupt
established routines and patterns of thought and action. Such instruments include the computational
2
tools developed by C Learn as facilitators of Semantic, Diagrammatic and Emotive Lateral Thinking, as
well as the games proposed for the definition of the possibility space, and the mixed-initiative
procedural content generation tools. Students have been presented and are familiar with these tools,
and in principle are free to choose to use any of them in their creative process. However, the teacher
may deliberately incorporate the use of certain tools in his/her design of each episode.
The scaffolding provided by the teacher consistently aims at students’ discovery of the power of
analogy as a main vehicle on the way to novelty, i.e. by moving from one object to another on the
basis of equivalence/similarity in order to disrupt ramified patterns of thought and construct lateral
pathways. Students are constantly encouraged and facilitated to create new analogies, as building
blocks of the creative process.
Students are also encouraged and facilitated to recognize and change perspectives and the frame of
reference, and critically reflect on the assumptions leading to interpretations, beliefs, habits, values,
st
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or feelings. Their goal is to gain insight into new, overlooked directions. Generally, they try to
understand a perspective, explore its potential, and create associations with their knowledge and
belief framework. Through perspective shift, they attempt to uncover hidden aspects of the creative
challenge.
In addition, apart from being actively engaged in shifts of perspectives themselves, they also facilitate
others’ shift. Together with the others, they negotiate between multiple perspectives, both
conceptually and interpersonally, in order to achieve constructive fusion and understanding of
difference.
In all this, students are actively engaged in the internalization of new/foreign perspectives. They may
ask themselves: ‘What would happen to the challenge, what could we do with it, if things were
different from what they initially seem to be, or if we tried to change a couple of parameters?’ (‘what
if’ inquiry). Further, in an important turn in their creative thinking, students may focus particularly on
imagining how others in various roles would see and approach the challenge (‘as if’ imagining). For
example, students may ask themselves: ‘What if the implicit assumptions of the challenge are wrong
or misleading?’ In this way they seek to expose and challenge the assumptions underlying it,
becoming ‘sceptics’. They decide if any of these assumptions are ‘inaccurate’ or in any way
misguiding, or maybe too restrictive, and decide if they want to discard it or exploit it in order to
achieve a ‘different’ solution. They especially focus on the most obvious and ‘untouchable’
assumptions, and think of ways in which they might not be valid, and their consequences. Students
may also ask: ‘What if the problem we are facing is just part of something bigger? Or, could we
possibly see the problem differently, as if we were a higher power, the secret leader of the whole
planet, or maybe god?’ Thus they check if getting a more general view of the problem, i.e. if it is a
small piece of a greater problem, might help them to see it differently (‘What’s this a part of?’,
‘What’s this an example of?’, ‘What’s the intention behind this?’, ‘Is it really just a symptom of a
deeper problem?’). To this end, they may choose to replace words in the problem statement with
hypernyms, i.e. words with a broader meaning than the given word. Or, similarly, they may check if
the problem is composed of many smaller problems (‘What are parts of this?’, ‘What are examples of
this?’), substituting words with hyponyms, i.e. words that are narrower in meaning than the given
one.
However, the list of ‘what if’ and ‘as if’ thinking turns in the collaborative effort for a ‘different’
response to the challenge is by no means definite, or foreseeable – it should not be, either. It is the
teacher’s intentional plan to free students’ responses from the limitations of usual ‘school thinking’ by
means of presenting opportunities for ‘what if’ and ‘as if’ routes of thought. He/she wants students to
feel free to play around and experiment with perspectives and analogies, using the ‘safe’ world of the
game to think of ‘crazy things’, taking risks and leaving their ‘comfort zone’ where things are stable
and known or indifferent. The teacher wants to provoke the students in their thoughts and
negotiations to play around with changing personal identities, repositioning themselves or others in
different roles, places, activities. This is a condition in which the student immerses himself/herself,
and calls and helps his/her peers to immerse too.
One of the tools the teacher may choose to provide is an artefact (e.g. cards, or another play
metaphor) which students in the group can use to make themselves ‘forced’ to involve in either of the
two routes (‘what if’ and ‘as if’) when their turn comes.
Overall, throughout the process of defining the possibility space, students are actively involved in
externalizing i.e. expressing perspectives, articulating their ideas on a given problem or creative
challenge, and being able to verbally, as well as in other communication modes, thematize areas of
their own knowledge and belief framework. A major part of the play has to do with playing with
st
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words and rephrasing. Apart from discovering analogies, students may play with language to reveal
the implicit meanings of words and expressions, how these affect ways they perceive the challenge,
and how perceptions, perspectives, or feelings change through rephrasing.
In the process of playing with the words of the problem, students develop a ‘vocabulary’ of the
challenge, by selecting some words as important (or surprising, or uneasy, or funny, etc.) from those
that come up in the discussion. These become tags attached to their creative response and activity
along the way, and which follow the creative outcome even after the end of the creative process.
Beyond words, the same may also apply to entities they use or produce in other communication
modes, such as diagrams and more generally images, as well as the more abstract world of emotions
and others’ (foreseeable, or intuitively felt) emotional reactions to possible creative moves. In all this
play with language and other semiotic systems, students find great use in technological tools which
enable them to explore, extend and deepen, as well as presenting to others and retaining for future
use, their semiotic play with the challenge.
When the time available for exploring possibilities is over, students are signalled to move on to the
next stage, of making decisions and taking action. The teacher may decide to give about 5-10 minutes
to that. This is an important step required so that the creative thinkers can show how they frame their
co-creative adventure in the context of a decision-making, action-oriented process: They have been
thinking creatively not only for fun, but to provide a ‘different’ solution to a problem urgently
requiring but missing obvious solutions.
Decision-making is naturally and implicitly interwoven into most discussions and negotiations such as
those taking place during the whole phase of addressing the challenge. However, at this stage,
students move to ‘larger-scale’, critical decisions which involve potential wider impact and therefore
increased responsibility.
Every time such an explicit, ‘formal’ decision is to be made, the deciding agent is provided with three
‘decision modes’:






Operating ‘Reasoning’, the deciding agent, in order to make the decision, consciously makes
sense of things, applies logic, establishes and verifies facts, changes or justifies practices and
beliefs based on any new or existing information.
Operating ‘Intuition’, the deciding agent, in order to make the decision, uses his/her
immediate a priori knowledge or experiential beliefs, or acquires knowledge without
inference and/or the use of reason, or acquires beliefs in ways that bypass ordinary
justification
Operating ‘Empathy’, the deciding agent, in order to make the decision, recognizes the
emotions that are being (or would be) experienced by others, he/she identifies with and
understands others’ situation and feelings.

The student may be left to choose any of the three ‘decision modes’ to make (or propose) a single
decision, and be required to acknowledge the mode he/she is using explicitly. Alternatively, the
teacher may decide to make the use of all three modes mandatory for each decision. The teacher may
also decide to ‘formalize’ this into the game to a greater or lesser extent, e.g. by providing a relevant
artefact such as ‘decision cards’ to be used following a concrete procedure and rules.
Most importantly, participants involved in all decision making processes are obliged to explicitly
attend to the ethics and impact of their decisions. All ideas are scrutinized in terms of their
consequences on individuals, groups, the community, the environment, the world, and on the system
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of values, before a decision is made. Students must show that they select and promote ideas driven
by their individual and wider values, as they have been agreed and declared.
Final decisions are agreed in the group. After the group has decided on an idea because they deem it
valuable for the group, each member endorses and actively promotes this idea, moving into the stage
of ‘action’. However, they retain the right to challenge this idea by bringing it back to debate.
After the decision, ‘action’ concludes the phase of addressing the challenge. Due to the strict time
limitations of the lesson, as well as probably due to the nature of the challenges, ‘action’ may
probably not involve any specific major activity to be undertaken by the students in the immediate
context. However, the ‘action’ is the important outcome of the creative process of addressing the
challenge. It is the practical goal, the achievement towards which the members of each group have
collaborated creatively and intensively over the last 30 minutes. It is also what will be evaluated by
the others in the class, and what will be compared with the outcomes of other groups. Thus, the
‘action’ is the group’s (and individuals’) ‘ticket to success’. Therefore the group takes extra care, albeit
within the very limited available time, to express their creative solution to the challenge in the form of
an appropriate statement (or ensemble of different communication mode entities).
Reflecting on the creative solutions
In the remaining about 10 minutes of the time of a lesson, or possibly beyond this and in combination
with other work in the classroom or outside, students enter the phase of evaluating, as described
further above. The groups quickly and wittily present their ‘actions’, and the class votes and/or
otherwise evaluates, depending on what the teacher has specifically decided to do in each episode.
Most importantly, this is the time when focus turns to the spaces of the game. These, already used in
the speedy process of addressing the challenges, now are given time (and mainly perspective beyond
the end of the lesson) to become useful as the place for more or less ‘serious’ as well as playful
reflection. Starting with the last minutes of the lesson and the voting and until the next episode in the
following week, students use the ‘Co-Creative Community Space’ of the class and their ‘Reflection
Spaces’, in which evidence of their creative activity and achievements has been recorded, to reflect
on them, to reflect on their own and others’ goal statements, to tag, to campaign for their group, or
to search for elements in order to re-use them for inspiration and further solutions in the game, and
in life. What is more, between the episodes students may decide to carry out self-initiated activity
related to the game, such as reflections on the previous experience aiming at strategy-building and
improving one’s skill. Indeed, self-reflection and sharing lies in the heart of ‘G-Eureka!’.
Final concluding episode
The ‘G-Eureka!’ game is concluded with the final episode, which includes the declaration of winners
and final outcomes, as described in the next section.

B3: END: CLOSURE TO THE ACTIVITY
ATTAINMENT OF GOAL
At the end of ‘G-Eureka!’ there are two winning groups, i.e. those which have managed to accumulate
the greatest numbers of ‘creativity’ and ‘social wisdom’ gems respectively. They are congratulated
and celebrated by the whole class and the teacher. In a short extension of the activity, they could
participate in a further ‘championship’ episode (or small number of episodes) in which they will
compete with the winners from other classes implementing ‘G-Eureka’.
st
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Next to the two first winners, all other groups will are also presented with a prize each, corresponding
to their strongest merit as reflected in their score and record. The teacher, with the help of the
2
C Learn researchers, has devised this finite list of prizes from the beginning, which are as many as the
groups (minus the two first winners) and correspond to the crucial aspects of the wider activity and
the content specific to the particular implementation of ‘G-Eureka!’. Thus the students, through their
groups, will be competing from the beginning towards a known goal in the form of a concrete prize –
next to the more abstract ethical motives negotiated among students and with the teacher.
In the unlikely case of a group disqualified due to serious and repeated misconduct, one of the prizes
remains unclaimed and the group is instead provided by the teacher with a factual report concluding
with positive tones about the open possibility for better collaboration and participation in the future.
In addition, each individual student receives his/her personal prize, which praises his achievements
reflecting his/her personal ‘creativity’ and ‘social wisdom’ profile as formed during the game. Here,
2
again, the teacher and C Learn researchers may have devised a list of certain categories of individual
winners (‘co-creators’). Thus some students may choose to play towards a personal goal of earning a
particular characterization at the end of the game.
Finally, the teacher also receives his/her overall report on his/her performance as the game master
from the class.

FINAL PRODUCT
The final product of the overall ‘G-Eureka!’ consists in two main things: the rich and valuable
experiences it will have offered to the students and teachers involved, and the ‘tangible’ outcomes it
will have produced. The experiences will have helped participants get unprecedented insights into
learning, creativity, and their own capacity for lateral thinking and inventive responses to challenges,
all of them grounded ethically and framed and enabled socially, in the service of one’s values. On the
other hand, the outcomes, in the form of the recorded achievements and activity, will remain a
valuable resource for the individuals, the class, as well as other students, teachers and classes,
available for review, reflection, and reuse.
At the end of the whole intervention, possibly in the context of a language lesson, each group and
each student composes and shares in the spaces of the game a report (or other form of review) on
their ‘journeys’ and the ‘revolutions’ they feel they have enabled. s

2.6

CONCLUSIONS AND NEXT STEPS REGARDING SCENARIOS

In this section we have presented the current progress in our on-going work toward the refinement,
elaboration and implementation of comprehensive game-based learning scenarios that can foster co2
creativity within the integrated C Learn pedagogical and technological approach.
With respect to educational scenarios, if the goal in the first version of the deliverable was to open up
possibilities, the goal of this second version was (a) to critically examine the range of scenario seeds,
paving the way to the selection or synthesis and refinement of the scenario ideas, and (b) to
elaborate indicative scenarios, using the consortium and user feedback as well as the input of the
deliverables from WP2 and WP4, thus, paving the way toward fully developed educational scenarios
tied to use cases for field testing.
Educational scenarios are critical for integrating game and tools in learning activities that foster cocreativity and their choice need to be made carefully. The critical examination of the preliminary
st
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scenarios suggested that they need to be carefully reconsidered as good candidates are selected for
further development. While respecting the effort and commitment of participating teachers, we are
engaging in an extensive discussion within the consortium about the careful selection of scenarios,
the extensive revision of scenarios in light of the learning design and other developments within the
project, and synthesis of key elements and themes that are common across scenarios in new
combinations and new directions. Thus, we expect a more limited set of scenarios to be elaborated,
with respect to defining content, orchestrating the learning activity and specifying contextual
parameters across sites.
The ‘Rescue Mission’ (now elaborated into ‘G-Eureka!’) demonstration scenario above was developed
as an exemplar of what such a scenario needs to incorporate. Two additional steps are needed
toward developing a complete and adequate use case for piloting. First, correspondence to the
research design in the co-creativity assessment methodology is key. Second, it is important to engage
teachers very closely in all three pilot countries in this process of elaborating scenarios in accordance
to this exemplar and in alignment with the learning design and the co-creativity assessment
2
methodology, in order to both impart the C Learn vision in its entirety and to tailor scenarios to their
curriculum topics and their particular needs and settings, without however losing sight of the
project’s vision.
2

The first benchmark in the development and implementation of the C Learn scenarios is the spring
2014 pilot. At that time we intend to have 3-4 scenarios developed into complete use cases that can
be implemented in our respective contexts, which will become available within the consortium early
in 2014 and will be reported in the third version of this deliverable.
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User requirements

Similarly to scenarios, in D 5.1.1, preliminary user requirements were recorded separately for each
site, gathered both by analysing the scenario co-design work and in direct consultation during
visionary workshops. Building on the ground work laid there, we first developed an integrated list of
user requirements from across the three sites. Six major categories of requirements emerged:







General Requirements
Customization and Authoring
Technical and Platform
Context of Use
Game Elements
Pedagogical Elements.

As expected, there are both overlapping and conflicting statements.
2

We then elicited input not only from users, but also from the C Learn theoretical, design and technical
teams, in order to filter and prioritize requirements and define the main parameters along which
2
common requirements will be finalized. Four members from the C Learn theoretical teams, three
2
members from the C Learn design and technical teams and three primary school teachers from EA
participated in this process.
Through the process of rating, commenting and discussing them, we sought to develop more clarity
and common ground about the priorities of the project. It should be noted that many of the
participants in this task, expressed the reservation that several of the requirements statements were
2
too specific for the current state of the project, as the C Learn vision is still being developed.
Therefore, in reporting the outcomes of this process we focus on two kinds of statements in each
category: statements that were more unanimously received very high or very low ratings, and thus
can be considered points of agreement; and, when applicable, statements that received ratings
polarized at the two ends, exploring the opposing considerations as recorded in the participant
comments.
Similar statements were combined to avoid redundancy. All statements can be found in Appendix C.

3.1

GENERAL REQUIREMENTS

The most highly rated general requirements are the following:
2

1. Ease of use: the C Learn environment will provide easy navigation, clear positioning, clear
instructions, goals and feedback; it will require no special technical skills to use; and, it will avoid
unnecessary complications and frustrations for the user. Though this sounds self-evident, but it may
2
present feasibility challenges within the project resources, given the complexity of the C Learn
undertaking, therefore it is important to emphasize.
2

2. Do not glue learners to the screen: the C Learn environment will avoid gluing learners in front on
the screen, will incorporate digital play into physical play and will entice learners to explore the world
around them. There was very strong consensus on the importance of this, which has implications
both for the choice of platform (see below) and for the design of the digital environment.
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2

3. Novelty: C Learn Environment will be distinguished for its novelty; it will be distinctively different
from usual digital games and it will build on learners’ motivation to work in unfamiliar territory and
with topics they didn’t already know about. This statement, though it also received high approval, was
2
repeatedly qualified in the commentary: novelty though at the core of the C Learn project cannot be
so extreme that it would be unappealing to the users and there are also feasibility concerns. We will
not aim to have novelty on all aspects, but instead concentrate on novelty for the most significant
features.

3.2

CUSTOMIZATION AND AUTHORING

All participants agreed that users should have some options of customization and authoring within
2
the C Learn environment. However, there was considerable disparity of opinions regarding the
degree of customization and authoring available to the users, especially as technical concerns were
raised weighing desirability against feasibility. The statement that received the least consensus was
about the most advance level of customization and authoring that would ‘enable users to develop
2
their own ideas by defining new C Learn worlds with their own game and tools configurations’.
The statements that received high consensus were the following:
2

1. Range of options from simple player to author: The C Learn environment will give users a whole
range of options: choose-and-use; customize; modify; build from scratch.
2

2. Sharing among users: the C Learn environment will allow users to share the elements that they
have created, as well as download and modify other people’s creations. However this statement was
qualified with concerns about ethics and child protection. It was suggested that sharing should be
restricted within the immediate user context (school or classroom) and that identity should be
protected through anonymisation.

3.3

TECHNICAL AND PLATFORM

It should be noted that the EA teachers did not complete this section. Among the consortium partners
who participated, there is unanimous agreement about the following statements:
2

1. Tablets: the C Learn environment will be designed to be used primarily on tablets, as they are the
anticipated direction of technological upgrade for schools in two years from now.
2

2. Wireless Connectivity: The C Learn environment will be designed to exploit wireless connectivity,
which is expected to be widespread in schools in two years from now.
However, while there was agreement in anticipating these technological trends in schools, which are
compatible with project goals and other stated requirements, there was considerably less consensus
2
about whether the C Learn environment needs to accommodate existing realities in schools including,
PCs and laptops running Windows 7 and below, stationary cable networks and low bandwidth. Apart
from the feasibility concerns related to unnecessary complications, it is pointed out that this would
create classroom situations that are undesirable, e.g. where players are confined to personal
computers.
A requirement that was considered vital the pedagogical team of OU, but was generally bypassed by
2
the technical teams was making C Learn environment accessible and useable through school servers
that block and filter internet content. Further consideration of options here may be appropriate – as
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discussed in the October 2014 project meeting – especially since this has come up as a real
impediment during user pilots (see D 5.3.1).
2

Two other interrelated statements are also objects of contention: having C Learn environment will be
available in mobile version for student personal devices (smart phones); and, offering students,
parents and teachers remote access to digital content and services outside the school.

3.4

CONTEXT OF USE

The following three parameters define what can be considered the most likely context of use for the
2
C Learn environment:
1. It will be used by schools in the context of regular class schedule
2. It will be designed for 1 to 2 classroom periods allocation per week
3. It will be used with educational scenarios spanning from several weeks to the whole school year.
In addition, there was strong agreement against attempting to ‘create informal learning opportunities,
for example during the recess between classes on or the school bus to and from school, when students
actually play games’. It was pointed out that this constitutes colonizing personal and leisure spaces
and that students should be left alone to play in their own time, rather than trying to structure
everything.
2

Contested items are to do again with accessibility of the C Learn environment outside of school;
home use, either optional or as part of homework; and use on students’ personal mobile devices. On
the one hand, both home use and use on personal mobile devices can clash with rules and boundaries
set by the school and the parents. Issues of fairness and equality are also raised. On the other hand it
is pointed out that game-playing outside of school is important as students are more likely to take
2
risks and that creating a situation where teachers decide where and how students use the C Learn
environment is incongruent with the real transformative potential of gaming If the game is a ‘good’
game then we would expect students to want to play it and hare it with their families, providing a
good option for their gaming and social media activities. It seems that this disagreement probably
reflects different educational settings in different countries. We should discuss further how we may
provide some of these more informal learning options, but without mandating them for engaging
2
with the C Learn environment.

3.5

GAME ELEMENTS

The most highly rated game elements are the following:
2

1. Collaboration: the C Learn environment will rely on game designs that require collaboration to be
won and it will provide practice in collaboration and rewards for knowledge-sharing. This statement is
qualified though, as it was noted that individual quest are also important and enjoyable and there
should be space for playing that does not require collaboration
2

2. Engage different motivations: the C Learn environment will rely on game designs that provide a
diverse set of motives for playing (e.g. through modes or through roles), where (almost) everyone will
find themselves engaged. It was emphasized though that this lofty ambition is very difficult to
achieve.
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2

3. Social dimension: the C Learn environment will make the social dimension integral to the game, by
allowing players to play with or against their friends, setting challenges for each other and re-using or
modifying each other’s creations within the game.
2

4. Imaginative game worlds and scenarios: The C Learn environment will include non-realistic game
worlds and game scenarios that make it possible to consider counterfactuals and can facilitate
learning, by reducing complexity and compressing time, while they incorporate accurate concepts,
problems and constraints. The idea of on realistic game terrains and game scenarios was unanimously
rejected as boring and failing to capitalize on the very concept of a game.
2

5. Game metrics for creativity: The C Learn environment will use game metrics to capture dimensions
of in-game behaviour that are related to creativity, focusing on creative process as well as creative
2
product. However, these need to be integrated with the overall C Learn approach to co-creativity
assessment.

3.6

PEDAGOGICAL ELEMENTS

The statements about pedagogical elements gathered the most non-committal ratings as well as
extensive commentary than any other section. This is probably due to the relative complexity in the
way these statements were phrased and to the tenuousness of some issues that they address.
Overall there was high agreement on the following:
2

1.Experimenting with a system: the C Learn environment will allow learners to explore questions by
experimenting with changes in a system and constructing entities in the environment that have
consequences for other entities.
2

2. Construction: The C Learn environment will allow learners to construct solutions, rather than only
choosing from available options.
2

3. Safety to create: The C Learn environment will be designed so that learners feel safe to create, by
safeguarding them from early criticism, assessment or ranking.
2

4. Assistance by the teacher: The C Learn environment will enable educators to supervise and
intervene in the course of the game, for example by providing assistance and pacing challenges based
on the progress of particular players or groups, so that they are neither too frustrating nor too easy.
The only qualification however was that this sense of supervision may induce game players to selfcensor. This is probably why there were slightly higher ratings for the complementary statement,
2
which does not foreground teacher interference: the C Learn environment will enable learners to
seek assistance from their teacher, but will also limit this assistance to foster learner/player selfreliance.
Various provisions for learning from mistakes were met with a more complex response. There was
general agreement that allowing learners to make mistakes repeatedly would be a misguided
approach to helping them learn from mistakes. There was also the question of what constitutes a
mistake in a creative context. Indeed, there was a more mixed response to painless recovery from
failure: on the one hand it was suggested that this would send ‘the wrong message’, but on the other
it was seen as an important provision for encouraging players to take risks. While providing feedback
as a way to learn from mistakes was considered important, it was also pointed out that it would be
hard to define in an creative context where there is no ‘right answer’. It was suggested however that
feedback may come from other game players and even from self.
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Finally, it should be noted that the statements about evaluating creativity elicited non-committal
ratings but extensive comments. There was general agreement that both creative process and
creative product should be objects of evaluation; and that both self-evaluation of creativity and
perceived creativity can provide useful creativity measures; and that the focus is more on what is
personally rather than universally novel. However questions were raised about how creative acts
inside and outside the game are defined in order to be evaluated; and how evaluation provisions
within the digital environment sit alongside the co-creativity assessment methodology. Indeed several
responses suggested that these questions are too complex to be addressed in this format and should
become the object of substantive discussion between the theoretical and the technical teams.

3.7

CONCLUSIONS AND NEXT STEPS REGARDING USER REQUIREMENTS

Overall this process of rating, commenting and discussing requirements within the consortium is in
2
itself useful in developing our common vision of the C Learn environment. The current points of
agreement that are recorded here create a useful set of broad requirements for the evolving designs
2
and prototypes of the C Learn game and tools. The contested and open issues merit further
discussion and probably more field testing and user input. The establishment of the requirements is,
again, an ongoing process that will involve further iteration in the context of more specific designs of
the game and tools as they become available and are field tested in the coming months. This will also
make it possible to gather input on requirements more directly from a wider range of users, for whom
the approach used in this current iteration would have been impenetrable. In subsequent work, as
2
the theoretical and technological vision of C Learn will set more specific parameters to consider, we
will revisit and refine user requirements.
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Appendices
A. INPUT FORM ON SCENARIO SEEDS
2

Reflection of the C Learn Theory and Technical Teams on Scenario Seeds
Introduction: What is this about?
This is the first of two forms you will receive from me, in preparation for version 2 of the Scenarios,
Requirements and UseCases.
The purpose of this form is to gather relevant input within the consortium that will lead to the critical
examination, selection or synthesis, and refinement of the scenario seeds recorded in D5.1.1. The
second form – to be released in the coming days, concerns user requirement statements.
The plan is (1) to gather reflections that are both compact and substantial from the theory and
technical teams; (2) to process and present these reflections in a summative way to the consortium,
in order to (3) have a discussion about the selection or synthesis of scenarios that will be further
elaborated and refined. So, with respect to educational scenarios, if the goal in version 1 was to open
up possibilities, the goal of version 2 will be to critically examine and prune (through selection or
through synthesis), as well as and to elaborate using the pointers from this form and the input of the
deliverables from WP2 and WP4. If all goes well, then the goal in version 3 will be to produce fully
developed educational scenarios tied to use cases for field testing.
General Instructions
There are three tables, each addressed to different C2L teams based on their expertise:


the first is mainly for the OU and UEDIN teams and it concerns the potential of the scenarios
for Co-Creativity



the second is mainly for the NCSR-D and UEDIN teams and it concerns the potential fo the
scenarios for integrating the Computational Tools



the third is mainly for the SGI and UoM teams and it concerns the potential of the scenarios
for designing relevant games and for integrating mixed initative PCG

Each team, please complete the table that is addressed mainly to you (note that UEDIN appears
twice). You are welcome to complete the other tables as well if you’d like to contribute your
perspective. I would recommend that each member of your team does this exercise individually, as it
would make for richer input.
The first column of each table is a list of the scenario seed titles. Short descriptions of the seeds can
be found at the end of this document. Then I am asking you to provide for each seed both a numeric
rating of its potential on relevant dimensions and an explanatory comment of this potential.
Rating should be from 1=the least potential to 5=the most potential.
In all three tables there is a common dimension that I call versatility. This refers to a concern that has
come up to discussions, both with the technical teams and with the theory teams, namely that the
2
C Learn scenarios need to be aligned with curriculum (per DOW and also because we are more likely
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to get substantial classroom use this way), but not be so specific that they are exclusively tied to a
particular school system, grade level etc, nor foreground subject-matter learning at the expense of
fostering creativity (not that the two are incompatible of course). So the question is: given the generic
form of the challenge that they present to the students, which scenario seeds have more potential to
transfer to other contexts, to accommodate various subjects, or to be easily customized to the needs
of end users? Give your rating and then give your expanation for this rating, explaining where you see
the versatility of the scenario, or lack thereof.
More specific instructions are attached to each table.
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Mainly for the OU and UEDIN Teams

Co-Creativity Potential: Does this particular scenario seed has the potential to be elaborated into an educational scenario that will foster co-creativity? Both the Creativity Framework and the
Learning Design Framework can inform the answer. In your explanation of the co-creativity potential of each scenario seed, please suggest concepts from the framework that are particularly
congruent with this scenario seed, as well as ideas about how it might be revised/elaborated to increase its co-creativity potential. If your rating is low, please give your reasons.
Versatility: see general instructions above.

Scenario Seed

Co-Creativity Potential

Versatility

Rate

Rate

Explain

Explain

1. Rescue Mission

2. ‘Surviving global
warming’
3. The Teleporter

4. What Life? What
Europe? What World?
5. ‘Girls’ Rights March!’
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6. The Amusement Park

7. Being a Genetic
Engineer
8. ‘Dance Game!’
9. Space mission

10. Removing Racism

11. Evolution

12. Stop Crime!

13. An Alternate Reality
Game played on
School Grounds
14. Eradicating Poverty

15. Geography of
Civilization
16. From Myth to Game

17. What if (1)
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18. What if (2)
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Mainly for the NCSR-D and UEDIN Teams

2

Tool Integration Potential: Do you see ways in which the C Learn computational tools can be meaningfully integrated in this scenario? In your explanation, please state roughly the ideas that
have led you to your ranking, if it is high, or if your rating is low, please give your reasons.
Versatility: see general instructions above.

Scenario Seed

Tool Integration Potential

Versatility

Semantic

Diagrammatic

Emotive

Rate

Rate

Rate

Explain

Explain

1. Rescue Mission

2. ‘Surviving global
warming’
3. The Teleporter

4. What Life? What
Europe? What
World?
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5. ‘Girls’ Rights
March!’
6. The Amusement
Park
7. Being a Genetic
Engineer
8. ‘Dance Game!’
9. Space mission

10. Removing Racism

11. Evolution

12. Stop Crime!

13. An Alternate
Reality Game
played on School
Grounds
14. Eradicating
Poverty
15. Geography of
Civilization
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16. From Myth to
Game
17. What if (1)

18. What if (2)
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Mainly for the SGI and UoM teams

Game Potential: Does this scenario suggest to you a good game for learning? Or, can you think of a good game that can be part of this scenario supporting some aspects of it?
In your explanation of the game potential of each scenario seed, please refer to particular game genres and the game patterns you have related to creativity (so as to get a sense, whether the
seemingly diverse seeds might have some underlying commonalities), as well as ideas about how it might be revised/elaborated from an engaging game perspective. If your rating is low, please
give your reasons.
Mixed-Initiative PCG Potential: Do you see ways in which Mixed-Initiative PCG can be meaningfully integrated in this scenario? In your explanation, please state roughly the ideas that have led
you to your ranking, if it is high, or if your rating is low, please give your reasons.
Versatility: see general instructions above.

Scenario Seed

Game Potential

Mixed-Initiative PCG Potential

Versatility

Rate

Rate

Rate

Explain

Explain

1. Rescue Mission

2. ‘Surviving global
warming’
3. The Teleporter

4. What Life? What
Europe? What
st
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World?
5. ‘Girls’ Rights
March!’
6. The Amusement
Park
7. Being a Genetic
Engineer
8. ‘Dance Game!’
9. Space mission

10. Removing
Racism
11. Evolution

12. Stop Crime!

13. An Alternate
Reality Game
played on School
Grounds
14. Eradicating
Poverty
15. Geography of
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Civilization
16. From Myth to
Game
17. What if (1)

18. What if (2)
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B. EDUCATIONAL SCENARIO GAME TEMPLATE
<SCENARIO TITLE>

SECTION A: FOR THE TEACHER
A1: Educational context
•

Time frame

•

Setting

•

School resources

•

Curriculum mapping

A2: Rationale
•

Why you propose the scenario

•

What problem you address

•

What your (i.e. teacher’s) goals are

SECTION B: FOR THE STUDENT
B1: Beginning
Design purpose: setting the stage and defining student’s goals
•

Situation: context of action

•

Goal definition: role, question or problem, assignment

•

Minimal set of initial knowledge (to set the stage for goal definition)

B2: Middle
Design purpose: providing means, structure, and support for students to be autonomous but
substantially engaged
•

Activities

•

Materials and tools

•

Embedded (focal) content

•

Content resources

•

Rules

•

Division of labor
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•

Timeframe (overall duration, frequency etc.)

•

Learning supports (coaching, scaffolding, benchmark lessons, ad hoc lectures, etc)

B3: End
Design purpose: providing closure to the activity
•

Attainment of goal

•

Final product (if any)
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C. INPUT FORM ON PRELIMINARY USER REQUIREMENTS
INSTRUCTION
2

Below please find a preliminary list of user requirements extracted from our work with C Learn end
user participants in Austria, Greece and the UK last Spring.
We would like to invite your input so that we can evaluate, elaborate, refine and prioritize these
statements. Specifically, we want to gather your input on three dimensions:


2

usefulness/appeal: would you find such a feature useful or appealing in the C Learn digital
environment?
feasibility: is this feature feasible, in terms of technical difficutly and project resources?
priority: overall, what level of priority would you assign to this feature?




We ask you to please use the scale provided in the table below to rate each statement and then
provide a short explanation of your decision and add any other comment you think should be taken
into consideration. Depending on your perspective and expertise , as well as the content of each
statement, you may feel you cannot rate it on all three dimensions: use the ‘no answer’ (N/A) option
in this case.

2

Usefulness/Appeal: Would you find such a feature useful or appealing in the C Learn digital
environment?
need to have

good to have

5

4

wouldn’t mind

not particularly
useful or
appealing

useless,
undesirable,
obstructing

2

1

3

NO ANSWER

N/A

Feasibility: Is this feature feasible, in terms of technical difficutly and project resources?
easily feasible

reasonably

hard, feasible if
necessary

hard, maybe
not feasible

3

2

not feasible

NO ANSWER

1

N/A

feasible

5

4
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Priority: Overall, what level of priority would you assign to this feature?
top priority

high priority

average priority

low priority

bottom priority

NO ANSWER

5

4

3

2

1

N/A

Please note that, as expected, there are both overlapping and conflicting statements in the list below.
You may also find some statements clearer than others. Through the process of rating, commenting
and discussing them, we expect to develop some clarity about the priorities of the project. Therefore
your written comments are of as great importance as your ratings, so please take the time to provide
justifications.
Finally, there is space at the end of the document to add requirements that you think are not well
represented in this list and any other comments.
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Preliminary User Requirement Statements
GENERAL

1.

2

C Learn will provide a digital environment that is generic and easily reconfigureable to carry
varied subject matter content.
Rate
Usefulness
/Appeal:

Feasibility:

Priority:

Comment/Explain:

2.

2

The C Learn environment will be a world with many worlds embedded in it, corresponding to
the different educational scenarios. Embedded worlds may be independent or interconnected.
Rate
Usefulness
/Appeal:

Feasibility:

Priority:

Comment/Explain:

3.

2

The C Learn environment will not glue learners in front of the screen, but it will incorporate
digital play into physical play and entice learners to explore the world around them.
Rate
Usefulness
/Appeal:

Feasibility:

Priority:

Comment/Explain:
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2

The C Learn Environment will be distinguished for its novelty; it will be distinctively different
from usual digital games and it will build on learners’ motivation to work in unfamiliar territory
and with topics they didn’t already know about.
Rate
Usefulness
/Appeal:

Feasibility:

Priority:

Comment/Explain:

5.

2

The C Learn environment will be easy to use. It will provide easy navigation, clear positioning,
clear instructions, goals and feedback.
Rate
Usefulness
/Appeal:

Feasibility:

Priority:

Comment/Explain:

6.

2

The C Learn environment will require no special technical skills to use.
Rate
Usefulness
/Appeal:

Feasibility:

Priority:

Comment/Explain:
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2

The C Learn environment will avoid unnecessary frustrations, such as, for example, inexplicable
limitions in navigation and meaningful action, mandatory interaction that takes away from the
foci users are interested in, unstable and unreliable performance.
Rate
Usefulness
/Appeal:

Feasibility:

Priority:

Comment/Explain:

8.

2

The C Learn environment will be primarily picture-based, rather than language-based, so that it
is accessible to segments of its target audience that do not have strong language skills, such as
younger children and children with a migration background.
Rate
Usefulness
/Appeal:

Feasibility:

Priority:

Comment/Explain:

9.

2

The C Learn environment will be designed for touch screen interaction, because it is the
familiar and expected form of interaction for its target audience.
Rate
Usefulness
/Appeal:

Feasibility:

Priority:

Comment/Explain:
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2

10. The C Learn Environment will be amenable to providing accessibility options for users with
disabilities, for example, language output for the blind or easy control by a joystick for users
with physical disabilities.
Rate
Usefulness
/Appeal:

Feasibility:

Priority:

Comment/Explain:
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CUSTOMIZATION AND AUTHORING
2

11. The C Learn Environment will provide an authoring component that will enable users to
2
customize existing C Learn worlds, e.g. to customize a game and its environment.
Rate
Usefulness
/Appeal:

Feasibility:

Priority:

Comment/Explain:

2

12. The C Learn Environment will provide an authoring component that will enable users to
2
develop their own ideas, by inserting new elements in existing C Learn worlds.
Rate
Usefulness
/Appeal:

Feasibility:

Priority:

Comment/Explain:

2

13. The C Learn Environment will provide an authoring component that will enable users to
develop their own ideas by defining new C2Learn worlds with their own game and tools
configurations.
Rate
Usefulness
/Appeal:

Feasibility:

Priority:

Comment/Explain:
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2

14. The C Learn Environment will allow users to share the elements that they have created, as well
as download and modify other people’s creations.
Rate
Usefulness
/Appeal:

Feasibility:

Priority:

Comment/Explain:

2

15. The C Learn Environment will provide users the whole range of options from simple player to
author: choose-and-use; customize; modify; build from scratch.
Rate
Usefulness
/Appeal:

Feasibility:

Priority:

Comment/Explain:

2

16. The C Learn environment will enable educators/administrators to customize, i.e. expand or
contract, available options, in order to accommodate the particular needs in each setting. Thus,
a player or group of players may be aware of smaller or larger parts of the C2Learn world.
Rate
Usefulness
/Appeal:

Feasibility:

Priority:

Comment/Explain:
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PLATFORM- TECHNICAL
2

17. The C Learn Environment will be designed to be used primarily on tablets, as they are the
anticipated direction of technological upgrade for schools in two years from now.
Rate
Usefulness
/Appeal:

Feasibility:

Priority:

Comment/Explain:

2

18. The C Learn Environment will be designed to exploit wireless connectivity, which is expected to
be widespread in schools in two years from now.
Rate
Usefulness
/Appeal:

Feasibility:

Priority:

Comment/Explain:

2

19. The C Learn Environment will run on various system platforms (Windows, Mac, Open Source)
Rate
Usefulness
/Appeal:

Feasibility:

Priority:

Comment/Explain:
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2

20. The C Learn environment will run on the installed base of school computers, which generally
consists of PCs and laptops running Windows 7 and below.
Rate
Usefulness
/Appeal:

Feasibility:

Priority:

Comment/Explain:

2

21. The C Learn environment will be designed to be fully useable with the stationary cable
networks currently installed in schools.
Rate
Usefulness
/Appeal:

Feasibility:

Priority:

Comment/Explain:

2

22. The C Learn Environment will be a browser-based application, rather than a program that
needs to be installed on computers, to simplify its use on school computers and to ensure its
accessibility from home computers.
Rate
Usefulness
/Appeal:

Feasibility:

Priority:

Comment/Explain:
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2

23. The C Learn Environment will be accessible and useable through school servers that block and
filter internet content. School servers will likely block the download of stand-alone versions of
digital games, maybe even online versions for flash-enabled browsers, and many websites
based on content.
Rate
Usefulness
/Appeal:

Feasibility:

Priority:

Comment/Explain:

2

24. The C Learn Environment will be designed to avoid lag in games given the speed of internet
connections and the general capacity of computers in schools.
Rate
Usefulness
/Appeal:

Feasibility:

Priority:

Comment/Explain:

2

25. The C Learn Environment will have low system and bandwidth requirements, to decrease
technical barriers to adoption.
Rate
Usefulness
/Appeal:

Feasibility:

Priority:

Comment/Explain:
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2

26. The C Learn Environment will run on computers up to a maximum of five years old, to decrease
technical barriers to adoption.
Rate
Usefulness
/Appeal:

Feasibility:

Priority:

Comment/Explain:

2

27. The C Learn Environment will be available in mobile version for student personal devices
(smart phones).
Rate
Usefulness
/Appeal:

Feasibility:

Priority:

Comment/Explain:

2

28. The C Learn Environment will offer students, parents and teachers remote access to digital
content and services outside the school.
Rate
Usefulness
/Appeal:

Feasibility:

Priority:

Comment/Explain:
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CONTEXT OF USE
2

29. The C Learn Environment will be used by schools in the context of regular class schedule.
Rate
Usefulness
/Appeal:

Feasibility:

Priority:

Comment/Explain:

2

30. The C Learn Environment game, tools and activities will be designed for 1 to 2 classroom period
allocation per week, corresponding to 1.5 hours of lesson time.
Rate
Usefulness
/Appeal:

Feasibility:

Priority:

Comment/Explain:

2

31. The C Learn Environment will be designed for use with educational scenarios, spanning from
several weeks to the whole school year.
Rate
Usefulness
/Appeal:

Feasibility:

Priority:

Comment/Explain:
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2

32. The C Learn Environment will be used by schools in learning contexts outside the regular class
schedule such as fieldtrips and excursions.
Rate
Usefulness
/Appeal:

Feasibility:

Priority:

Comment/Explain:

2

33. The C Learn Environment will be used by schools to create informal learning opportunities, for
example during the recess between classes on or the school bus to and from school, when
students actually play games.
Rate
Usefulness
/Appeal:

Feasibility:

Priority:

Comment/Explain:

2

34. The C Learn Environment will be designed so that the activities it supports can be completed
within school hours with the use of school equipment, irrespective of other options available.
Rate
Usefulness
/Appeal:

Feasibility:

Priority:

Comment/Explain:
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2

35. The C Learn environment will enable administrators to specify and restrict access rights for
school and out-of-school use, to accommodate diverse contextual constraints.
Rate
Usefulness
/Appeal:

Feasibility:

Priority:

Comment/Explain:

2

36. The C Learn Environment will not require game playing as part of homework, as this may
interfere with parents efforts to set boundaries to the internet and gaming time of their
children and may also introduce problems of equal access and fairness.
Rate
Usefulness
/Appeal:

Feasibility:

Priority:

Comment/Explain:

2

37. The C Learn Environment will allow home use, thus providing parents with better and safer
options for their children’s gaming and social media activities.
Rate
Usefulness
/Appeal:

Feasibility:

Priority:

Comment/Explain:
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2

38. The C Learn Environment will be accessible to students before and after school.
Rate
Usefulness
/Appeal:

Feasibility:

Priority:

Comment/Explain:

2

39. The C Learn Environment will not encourage the use of students’ personal mobile devices,
because they are generally not allowed in school.
Rate
Usefulness
/Appeal:

Feasibility:

Priority:

Comment/Explain:

2

40. The C Learn environment will be designed to exploit the presense of Interactive White Boards
in many classrooms.
Rate
Usefulness
/Appeal:

Feasibility:

Priority:

Comment/Explain:
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2

41. The C Learn environment will rely on game designs that require collaboration to be won and it
will provide practice in collaboration and rewards for knowledge-sharing.
Rate
Usefulness
/Appeal:

Feasibility:

Priority:

Comment/Explain:

2

42. The C Learn environment will rely on game designs that center around role play.
Rate
Usefulness
/Appeal:

Feasibility:

Priority:

Comment/Explain:

2

43. The C Learn environment will rely on game designs that assign roles as a perspective-taking
device and even involve switching roles.
Rate
Usefulness
/Appeal:

Feasibility:

Priority:

Comment/Explain:
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2

44. The C Learn environment will rely on game designs that provide a diverse set of motives for
playing (e.g. through modes or through roles), where (almost) everyone will find themselves
engaged.
Rate
Usefulness
/Appeal:

Feasibility:

Priority:

Comment/Explain:

2

45. The C Learn environment will avoid gender stereotypes associated with games and will rely on
game designs that appeal to intended end-users independent of gender.
Rate
Usefulness
/Appeal:

Feasibility:

Priority:

Comment/Explain:

2

46. The C Learn environment will address gender stereotypes associated with games, by ‘rocking
the waters’ and being disruptive around common gender stereotypes that games introduce.
Rate
Usefulness
/Appeal:

Feasibility:

Priority:

Comment/Explain:

st
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2

47. The C Learn environment will give players control and choice within the game so that they can
see changes happening in the game world as the result of their decisions
Rate
Usefulness
/Appeal:

Feasibility:

Priority:

Comment/Explain:

2

48. The C Learn environment will enable players to ‘feel in charge’ of the game, by giving them
different viewpoints and perspectives of the gameworld.
Rate
Usefulness
/Appeal:

Feasibility:

Priority:

Comment/Explain:

2

49. The C Learn Environment will rely on realistic game terrains and game scenarios, because they
are attractive to the young players and can incorporate the factually accurate subject matter
that the learners need to encounter.
Rate
Usefulness
/Appeal:

Feasibility:

Priority:

Comment/Explain:
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2

50. The C Learn Environment will include non-realistic game worlds and game scenarios that
incorporate accurate concepts, problems and constraints, as means for facilitating learning by
reducing complexity and also compressing time.
Rate
Usefulness
/Appeal:

Feasibility:

Priority:

Comment/Explain:

2

51. The C Learn Environment will include imaginary game worlds and scenarios that make it
possible to consider counterfactual options.
Rate
Usefulness
/Appeal:

Feasibility:

Priority:

Comment/Explain:

2

52. The C Learn Environment will use fantasy elements in in-game behavior, e.g. magic powers, to
support learning by enabling students to have perspectives on the gameworld that they would
not realistically have.
Rate
Usefulness
/Appeal:

Feasibility:

Priority:

Comment/Explain:
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2

53. The C Learn game world, the game scenarios at its heart, the activities and the look and feel of
the game will combine to make it ‘unput-down-able’ and ‘addictive’.
Rate
Usefulness
/Appeal:

Feasibility:

Priority:

Comment/Explain:

2

54. The C Learn game world and game play will create for the players the experience that it is
‘never-ending’, engaging and sustaining them in emotional journeys during its exploration.
Rate
Usefulness
/Appeal:

Feasibility:

Priority:

Comment/Explain:

2

55. The C Learn game environment and game play will challenge the players to deal with different
elements of the game running in parallel, doing one thing while they attend to other things
unfolding.
Rate
Usefulness
/Appeal:

Feasibility:

Priority:

Comment/Explain:
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2

56. The C Learn Environment will make the social dimension integral to the game, by allowing
players to play with or against their friends.
57. Rate
Usefulness
/Appeal:

Feasibility:

Priority:

Comment/Explain:

2

58. The C Learn Environment will make the social dimension integral to the game, by engaging
players in setting challenges for each other.
Rate
Usefulness
/Appeal:

Feasibility:

Priority:

Comment/Explain:

2

59. The C Learn Environment will make the social dimension integral to the game, by having multiplayer capacities.
Rate
Usefulness
/Appeal:

Feasibility:

Priority:

Comment/Explain:
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60. The C Learn Environment will make the social dimension integral to the game, by providing
communication functions allowing players to talk about different elements of the game and its
environment as they play.
Rate
Usefulness
/Appeal:

Feasibility:

Priority:

Comment/Explain:

2

61. The C Learn Environment will rely on game designs that make the social dimension integral to
the gameplay, by including elements such as, for example, players recruiting other players in a
proposed course of action, spreading ideas in the game world through messages and
campaigns and reaching decisions through concensus or voting.
Rate
Usefulness
/Appeal:

Feasibility:

Priority:

Comment/Explain:

2

62. The C Learn Environment will rely on game designs that build on the social construction of
creativity, e.g. solutions and constructions that are perceived by others as creative will increase
players’ status in the game.
Rate
Usefulness
/Appeal:

Feasibility:

Priority:

Comment/Explain:
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63. The C Learn Environment rely on game designs that build on the social construction of
creativity, e.g. players will be able to re-use and modify each other’s creations within the game.
Rate
Usefulness
/Appeal:

Feasibility:

Priority:

Comment/Explain:

2

64. C Learn game designs that incorporate the social dimension will safeguard against
degenerating into a popularity contest.
Rate
Usefulness
/Appeal:

Feasibility:

Priority:

Comment/Explain:

2

65. The C Learn environment will use game metrics for evaluation, to capture dimensions of ingame behavior that are related to creativity, focusing on creative process as well as creative
product (see pedagogical elements below).
Rate
Usefulness
/Appeal:

Feasibility:

Priority:

Comment/Explain:
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66. The C Learn environment will provide games that are scaffolded in terms of moving up levels,
getting scores and upgrades.
Rate
Usefulness
/Appeal:

Feasibility:

Priority:

Comment/Explain:

2

67. The C Learn environment will integrate 3 to 4 different types of games and multiple game
scenarios.
Rate
Usefulness
/Appeal:

Feasibility:

Priority:

Comment/Explain:
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PEDAGOGICAL ELEMENTS
2

68. The C Learn environment will rely on complex open problems, with no easy anwers that invite
the learners to explore multiple options, rather than focus on finding the right answer.
Rate
Usefulness
/Appeal:

Feasibility:

Priority:

Comment/Explain:

2

69. The C Learn environment will allow learners to construct solutions, rather than only choosing
from available options.
Rate
Usefulness
/Appeal:

Feasibility:

Priority:

Comment/Explain:

2

70. The C Learn environment will allow learners to explore questions by experimenting with
changes in a system and constructing entities in the environment that have consequences for
other entities.
Rate
Usefulness
/Appeal:

Feasibility:

Priority:

Comment/Explain:
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2

71. The C Learn Environment will allow learners to learn from their mistakes, by allowing them to
make mistakes repeatedly.
Rate
Usefulness
/Appeal:

Feasibility:

Priority:

Comment/Explain:

2

72. The C Learn Environment will allow learners to learn from their mistakes, by providing them
with clear feedback mechanisms for seeing cause and effect happen as a result of their actions.
Rate
Usefulness
/Appeal:

Feasibility:

Priority:

Comment/Explain:

2

73. The C Learn Environment will be designed so that learners feel safe to create, by encouraging
them to wonder and to experiment with different solution paths and by providing for painless
recovery from failure.
Rate
Usefulness
/Appeal:

Feasibility:

Priority:

Comment/Explain:
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2

74. The C Learn Environment will be designed so that learners feel safe to create, by safeguarding
them from early criticism, assessment or ranking.
Rate
Usefulness
/Appeal:

Feasibility:

Priority:

Comment/Explain:

2

75. The C Learn Environment will be designed so that learners feel safe to create, by making most
assessment processes covert, so that they are not perceived as such by the players.
Rate
Usefulness
/Appeal:

Feasibility:

Priority:

Comment/Explain:

2

76. The C Learn environment will be designed to be used by students working in groups rather
than individually. Three-student groups work well in project-based activities.
Rate
Usefulness
/Appeal:

Feasibility:

Priority:

Comment/Explain:

st
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2

77. The C Learn environment will provide entry points to the open learning resources offered online by prominent institutions of formal education (e.g. Universities), as these resources are
becoming increasingly available. It will provide the reasons, tools and opportunities for using
such resources to meet the challenges of the game and educational scenarios.
Rate
Usefulness
/Appeal:

Feasibility:

Priority:

Comment/Explain:

2

78. The C Learn environment will enable educators to supervise and intervene in the course of the
game, for example by providing assistance and pacing challenges based on the progress of
particular players or groups, so that they are neither too frustrating nor too easy.
Rate
Usefulness
/Appeal:

Feasibility:

Priority:

Comment/Explain:

2

79. The C Learn environment will enable learners to seek assistance from their teacher, but will
also limit this assistance to foster learner/player self-reliance.
Rate
Usefulness
/Appeal:

Feasibility:

Priority:

Comment/Explain:
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80. The C Learn Environment will build on the social construction of creativity, i.e. tracking and
displaying information about what solutions and constructions are perceived by the community
as creative, while avoiding the obvious pitfalls (e.g. not allowing it to degenerate into a
popularity contest).
Rate
Usefulness
/Appeal:

Feasibility:

Priority:

Comment/Explain:

2

81. The C Learn Environment will provide means for evaluation that focuses on creative process as
well as creative product.
Rate
Usefulness
/Appeal:

Feasibility:

Priority:

Comment/Explain:

2

82. The C Learn Environment will leverage the social dimension in evaluation, not measuring how
creative something is in itself by some objective measure, but measuring the sentiment of
creativity: that something is perceived as creative by self and others.
Rate
Usefulness
/Appeal:

Feasibility:

Priority:

Comment/Explain:
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2

83. The C Learn Environment will provide means for evaluation that focuses on acts that are
creative in the context of the learner, rather than universally novel.
Rate
Usefulness
/Appeal:

Feasibility:

Priority:

Comment/Explain:

2

84. The C Learn Environment will provide means for evaluation that focuses on the ability to
wonder, to tolerate not knowing and to act purposefully under uncertainty.
Rate
Usefulness
/Appeal:

Feasibility:

Priority:

Comment/Explain:

ADDITIONAL REQUIREMENT STATEMENTS
Please, use the space below to add requirements that you think are important but not well
represented in the above list, as well as any other comments
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